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Introduction

In 2005 the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, acquired a photograph taken by French Egyptologist Théodule Devéria (fig. 1, 2).¹ The albumen silver print image measures 21.2 x 28.1 cm, irregularly trimmed, and was produced from a paper negative.² The photo is titled in the negative, near the bottom of the image: “T. Devéria phot. 1859. Sakkarah (Memphis). Tombeau de Ptah-mès”. This is the tomb of Ptahmose, the early 19th Dynasty Mayor of

¹ MMA Annual Report 2005, p. 32: “Tomb of Ptahmose, Saqqara (Memphis)”, accession number 2005.100.321. The albumen silver print was a gift to the museum from Joseph M. Cohen, who purchased it from the Gilman Paper Company Collection which, in turn, acquired the print from Serge Plantureux in Paris. The print initially formed part of the collection of French Egyptologist Eugène Grébaut (1846-1915; DAWSON, Uphill, BIEBRIER 2012, p. 223). I thank Malcolm Daniel and Meredith Friedman of the Department of Photographs of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, for allowing me to publish this photograph.

² The sheet measures 21.4 x 28.8 cm, irregularly trimmed. Paper photography was invented by the Englishman William Henry Fox Talbot (1800-1877) and started to replace the daguerreotype in the early 1850s (DANIEL 2008). His calotype process allowed for the production of many prints from a single negative. Gustave Le Gray (1820-1884) from France later (1850) refined this technique by waxing the negatives prior to sensitisation, resulting in a crisper image (DANIEL 2004). He taught photography to the likes of Maxime Du Camp and John Beasley Greene, pioneer photographers in Egypt. Glass negatives were introduced in the early 1850s and were the norm by 1860. Paper negative photography continued to be used during the 1850s, especially for travel photography due to practical reasons (light weight).
Memphis and Chief steward in the Temple of Ramesses II in the house of Ptah, rediscovered in 2010 by the archaeological mission of Cairo University led by Prof. Ola el-Aguizy. It is located in the New Kingdom necropolis due south of the Unas causeway, roughly halfway between the tombs of Nebnefer and Huynefr (ST 217) to the north, and the Overseer of the treasury Maya to the south. Devéria’s photograph presents the only testimony of this part of the tomb of Ptahmose: the reliefs are no longer there. The superstructure was accessible as early as the 1820s when several architectural elements and statues were removed from the structure. These were subsequently distributed to different public and private collections around the world (see infra).

The Devéria photograph shows one doorway in the accessible superstructure. The walls are constructed of mudbrick while limestone revetment blocks bear relief decoration. This construction method is characteristic of late 18th Dynasty elite tomb architecture at Saqqara. The two doorjambs are inscribed with four columns of text carved in sunk relief. Rectangular panels are visible below. The panel on the left-hand doorjamb holds the key to identifying the correct tomb owner. It depicts Ptahmose seated in front of an offering table and the inscription contains a number of his titles and his name. Devéria also photographed this panel, which is now in the collection of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo (fig. 3b).

The doorjamb and thickness on the right-hand side appear to have been previously damaged and subsequently repaired. The limestone blocks are crudely reassembled with mortar. In the process, parts of the text and decoration were damaged. The doorjamb thickness contains one column of text and the reveal preserves the representation of the tomb owner and, partly visible, his wife. In front of the tomb owner one can distinguish the lower section of a column of text. The upper course(s) of this wall, once bearing representations of the heads of the couple, are no longer preserved.

Judging from the style and particular details of this relief, one would be inclined to date this representation to the late 18th Dynasty. Such a date would accord well with the architecture. However, previous studies have firmly established Ptahmose in the first half of the reign of Ramesses II.

In this article, the technical and iconographical aspects of this relief are studied and compared to other New Kingdom monuments. First, the circumstances surrounding the tomb’s (previous) excavation(s) are discussed along with a biographical note on Th. Devéria. This is followed by an updated list of finds attributable to Ptahmose. Architecture and a detailed study of the texts...
and iconography are the subject of the main part of this article. The present study is concluded with an outline of this official’s career, a partial reconstruction of his funerary monument, and a reconsideration of his position in the early 19th Dynasty.

A Biographical Note on Théodule Devéria and the Tomb of Ptahmose until 1859

Charles Théodule Devéria (1831-1871) was introduced to Egyptology by Émile Prisse d’Avennes, a friend of the family, who upon his return from Egypt in 1843, ordered a portrait from Théodule’s father, the painter and lithographer Achille Devéria. Th. Devéria’s interest in ancient Egypt was nourished further after visiting the Egyptian collection of the museum in Leiden, 1846: “[…] nous avons vu à Leyde un magnifique musée égyptien et indien, qui contient des tombeaux tout entiers […] J’ai été bien fâché de ne pas pouvoir rester quelque temps au musée égyptien pour y estamper ou y dessiner quelques-unes de ces belles choses […]”. Devéria practised copying Egyptian reliefs held in his father’s collection and studied Coptic under Charles Lenormant. Upon recommendation of Emmanuel De Rougé, Devéria was appointed curator at the Egyptian department of the Louvre in 1855, at a time when the collections were being greatly enlarged by the work of Auguste Mariette (1821-1881) in Egypt. In 1858 Devéria travelled to Egypt to accompany Mariette on his excavations. He arrived on December 10th, 1858, and assisted Mariette—who in that year was appointed Director of Antiquities by Said Pasha—as a copyster until April 6th, 1859. Devéria started working at Saqqara, Gizeh and the museum of Bulaq a few days upon his arrival. Both men set sail for Luxor in early January 1859 and returned north in early March. At Saqqara, Devéria produced a fair number of photographs of finds uncovered by Mariette at the Serapeum a few years earlier.
Devéria became acquainted with photography through his father in 1854. This explains his early practising of photography in field-archaeology. His optimism towards photography for the benefit of Egyptology is apparent from a passage in a letter addressed to the *Revue archéologique* in 1861, in which he responds to De Rougé who accused Mariette of having made errors in copying a text at Karnak: “Si, malgré cela, cette copie contient des fautes, ce qui n’est pas impossible, je puis contrôler au moyen de mes photographies et lever ainsi presque tous les doutes”. Due to his weak health, Déveria was not able to accompany Mariette the next year. That his presence was duly missed can be deduced from a letter written by M. de Nieuwerkerke addressed to De Rougé: “Vous savez que M. Mariette travaille maintenant très difficilement et qu’on ne peut en tirer la copie d’aucune inscription quand il n’a pas M. Déveria pour aide”.

Devéria eventually returned to Egypt again, but his weak health remained and he died at the age of forty. His private collection of photographs was donated by his mother to the Musées nationaux, after which they were transferred to the Department of Egyptian Antiquities of the musée du Louvre. In 1986 the collection of photographs was allocated to the musée d’Orsay in Paris. This collection contains a few more photographs of now-lost New Kingdom tombs at Saqqara, including an identical print of the doorway in the tomb of Ptahmose published here. Another substantial number of Devéria’s photographs are kept in the Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris. That collection interestingly includes a print previously attributed to Arthur Rhoné. Jocelyne Berlandini published a copy of this print in 1982 (fig. 4). It captures another relief in the tomb of Ptahmose, *in situ* but now lost. This print was included in a photographic album prepared by Rhoné in 1885. The main scene presents the tomb owner and family members standing on a papyrus boat while fishing and fowling in the marshes. Ever since Berlandini’s publication, this wall has been referred to as the Mur Rhoné.

17 A. Devéria was appointed director of the department of engravings of the Bibliothèque nationale de France in 1849, where his son Théodule started work in 1851. For early photographs of father and son, see the family portrait album, prepared from 1853 until A. Dévéria’s death in 1857: J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 84.XM.485.29. The photographs were enhanced with ink, possibly in preparation for printing lithographs from them. (http://www.getty.edu/art/gettyguide/artObjectDetails?artobj=46796 accessed 18.06.2013). A. Dévéria was the brother of French Romantic painter Eugène Devéria. A portrait of Th. Déveria painted by his uncle is now in the musée du Louvre, RF 2648.

18 Karl Richard Lepsius already took with him photographic material during his grand expedition to Egypt 1842-1846. He was even personally instructed by British photographic pioneer Fox Talbot to prepare photographic paper in order to produce calotypes (correspondence in the Fox Talbot Collection, acc. 26034 and doc. 4553, British Library, London). A friend of Déveria, the French-born American John Beasley Greene (1832-1856) is credited as being the first archaeologist to use photography for field-documentation: 1853 at Medinet Habu. He left his negatives to Déveria and these are now in the musée d’Orsay, Paris. The very first photograph taken in Egypt dates to November 7th 1839: a daguerreotype of the harim palace of Muhammed Ali in Ras el-Tin, Alexandria, taken by Frenchmen Frédéric Goupil-Fesquet (1817-1878) and Gaspard Pierre Gustave Joly de Lotbinière (1798-1865). The print is preserved only as a lithographic copy (cf. Rammant-Peeters 1994, p. 6; Jacobsen 2007).

19 The letter was never send to the *Revue archéologique* and was posthumously published in Th. Devéria 1896. Cf. also Boom 1994, p. 196.

20 Paris, December 26th, 1861 (G. Devéria 1896, p. XXIII). De Nieuwerkerke was the ministre d’État responsible for the Musées nationaux.

21 Forty volumes of his notes and manuscripts, and sixteen boxes of slips are now kept in the musée du Louvre. Additional papers are held in the Collège de France (Dawson, Uphill, Bierbrier 2012, p. 153).

22 Musée d’Orsay, inv. nr. PHO 1986 144 66; negative: PHO 1986 131 225.

23 Berlandini 1982, p. 86-92, fig. 1, pl. VII.

24 Rhoné 1885, pl. 16.
Rhoné (1836-1910) was a French author and traveller with a profound interest in ancient Egypt. He travelled the country several times between 1865 and 1882. On these visits he was accompanied by his friend A. Mariette, and later by Gaston Maspero (1846-1916), Mariette's successor as head of the Service des antiquités. Devéria met Rhoné in Paris and he may have also joined him on one of his journeys to Egypt. A Devéria photograph dated 1865 depicts a group portrait of “occidental men on a boat”. Arthur Rhoné has been tentatively identified as one of the men portrayed. The supposed date of 1885 for the Mur Rhoné photograph was erroneously taken as a terminus post quem for the eventual destruction of the funerary monument of Ptahmose. While Rhoné indeed possessed an identical print, it was Th. Devéria who actually produced that photograph. More prints are held in the Bibliothèque nationale de France, the musée d’Orsay, and the J. Paul Getty Institute. The prints kept in Paris reveal a short hand-written description: “Sakkarah (Memphis). Tombeau de Ptah-mès. Th. Devéria phot. 1859”. It is clear, therefore, that Devéria produced more photographs of what must have undoubtedly been an impressive tomb. As “Mur Rhoné” has become a well-established term in Egyptological literature, and to avoid any confusion, I will continue using the term (in quotation marks) to refer to this scene.

Devéria's brother Gabriel recollected how Devéria was present when Mariette discovered the so-called Saqqara king-list in December 1858: “[…] il assistait à Saqqarah aux fouilles qui aboutirent à la découverte d’une liste de cinquante-huit rois, comptés de Miébidos jusqu’à Ramsès II […]”. Devéria produced squeezes of the reliefs, but no photographs of this find have yet been identified. More funerary monuments of New Kingdom date were excavated in the area south of the step-pyramid. The finds were summarily recorded by Mariette in his Monuments divers of 1872, and Devéria produced photographs of a selection of these. Since his photographs are signed 1859, they were probably taken when Mariette and Devéria returned from their trip to Upper Egypt in March of that year. In one such photograph Mariette can be observed seated against a djed-pillar in the tomb of Khay at Saqqara.

From the acquisition data available for objects from the tomb of Ptahmose (infra), one is able to highlight some moments in history when this tomb was still accessible. Perhaps the first European visitors arrived at Saqqara in the early 18th c. The (now lost) pyramidion of Tia,
brother-in-law of Ramesses II, was published by the Scottish traveller and author Alexander Gordon in 1737-1739.\textsuperscript{34} The object left from Alexandria in 1722, becoming one of the earliest Egyptian antiquities to arrive in Great Britain. The statues of Inehyt (II.1-2, \textit{infra}) were the first pieces from the tomb of Ptahmose to have travelled abroad. These most probably derived from the “excavations” of Giovanni d’Anastasi (1780-1860), Greek merchant and later consul-general in Egypt for Norway and Sweden (1820-1827), in the early 1820s,\textsuperscript{35} as did the objects now in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden in Leiden.\textsuperscript{36} His former collection of objects from Saqqara indicates that his agents must have excavated a large number of New Kingdom tombs in the years 1823-1825.\textsuperscript{37} The tomb of the Chief steward Amenhotep Huy (now lost) was excavated possibly in partnership with Giuseppe di Nizzoli (c.1792-1858), an Italian diplomat, chancellor at the Austrian consulate in Egypt (1818-1828) and collector of antiquities.\textsuperscript{38} His wife Amalia Sola described the location of that tomb: “[…] at Saccarah, near Memphis, on the chain of hills which separates the left bank of the Nile from the sands of the deserts […] not more than a quarter of an hour from the town of Memphis”.\textsuperscript{39} Hayes\textsuperscript{40} remarks that Saccarah refers not to the plateau stretching from Abusir to Dahshur as it is used nowadays, but to the nearby village. Nizzoli thus designates a specific area near the Apa Jeremias monastery, also known as the Ras al-Gisr.\textsuperscript{41} There, Quibell\textsuperscript{42} found a quartzite stela inscribed for Amenhotep Huy, which was still visible on the desert surface in 2003.\textsuperscript{43} This location is in close proximity to the tomb of Ptahmose. Since the collections of the museum in Leiden and the Museo Egizio in Florence also share objects from the tomb of Ptahmose, it is not unlikely that both men cooperated in excavating that tomb as well.\textsuperscript{44} Lepsius, who stayed at Saqqara for some time in 1843, does not mention the tomb of Ptahmose in his \textit{Denkmäler}, nor did he record its location. The tombs of Iurokhy (LS 25), Iry (LS 26), Maya (LS 27), Raia (LS 28) and Hormin (LS 29) are indicated on his general map of

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{34} See G.T. Martin 1991, p. 114-115, with fig. 76.
\bibitem{35} D’Anastasi employed agents to buy antiquities from the inhabitants of Saqqara (Dawson, Uphill, Bierbrier 2012, p. 19). According to Maarten Raven (personal communication), it is not clear whether d’Anastasi hired people to work on his behalf, or whether these agents were the same his contemporaries, such as Henry Salt (1780-1827: Dawson, Uphill, Bierbrier 2012, p. 484-485) bought from.
\bibitem{36} PM III\textsuperscript{2}, p. 714; Dawson, Uphill, Bierbrier 2012, p. 19-20. For the early history of the Leiden collection, see: Halbertsma 2003. A second lot was sold to the British Museum in 1839, and a third was auctioned in Paris, 1857.
\bibitem{37} Hayes 1938, p. 14.
\bibitem{38} Hayes 1938, p. 12-16: both the museum in Leiden (ex-coll. d’Anastasi, sold to the Dutch government in 1828) and Florence (ex-coll. Di Nizzoli, sold to the Grand Duke Leopold II of Tuscany in 1824; in the collection of the Museo Archeologico at Florence since 1882) have objects from that tomb. For a list of monuments from the tomb of Amenhotep Huy, see: PM III\textsuperscript{1}, p. 702-703, 835, 836. Another share of Di Nizzoli’s collection was sold in 1831-1832 to the Bolognese art collector and painter Pelagio Palagi (1775-1860). A substantial part of that collection derived from the excavations conducted by Di Nizzoli and Sola at Saqqara, April-May 1825 (Daris 2005, p. 57-74). This collection was merged with that of the Museum of the University of Bologna in 1881, and now forms the nucleus of the Egyptian department of the Museo Civico Archeologico in Bologna (Pichetti 2011, p. 277-301). The first part of Di Nizzoli’s collection was sold to the Kunsthistorisches Museum Vienna, in 1821.
\bibitem{39} Nizzoli 1841, p. 371 (translation as quoted by Hayes 1938, p. 13). On Amalia Sola’s \textit{Memorie}, see e.g. Pernigotti 1991, p. 3-84; Pernigotti 2013, p. 182-183; Spackman 2005, p. 35-54; Popoff 2009.
\bibitem{40} Hayes 1938, p. 14.
\bibitem{41} Cf. Quibell 1908, p. 63.
\bibitem{42} Quibell 1912, pl. LXXIV.
\bibitem{43} Gessler-Löhr 2007 a, p. 68 and n. 18 (observed in 1988 and reconfirmed by Maarten Raven in 2003).
\bibitem{44} Or they could have exchanged finds from their respective “excavations” at Saqqara.
\end{thebibliography}
Saqqara.\textsuperscript{45} If Lepsius had indeed visited the tomb of Ptahmose, he might have been able to make the connection with the pyramidion (III.6) he saw with Fernandez, and the “doorjams” (I.9-10) he bought in Cairo for the Berlin Museum.\textsuperscript{46}

It is not until 1859 that the accessibility of the tomb is again confirmed by Devéria. His photograph shows that the tomb was preserved to a considerable height and that it still contained \textit{in situ} reliefs. Mariette published the tomb quite summarily, giving only a transcription of the text on panel JE 4874 (I.2).\textsuperscript{47} He also copied texts from a few other tombs that can with certainty be located in the same area: Horemheb, Iniua, Hormin and, years earlier, Mery-Neith.\textsuperscript{48}

A selection of objects from these tombs were send to the Bulaq Museum, founded by Mariette in 1858 and opened in 1863. Statues CG 604 and 606 from the tomb of Khay were photographed \textit{in situ} by Devéria in 1859, and, according to Borchardt (1925, p. 154-155, 155-156), were found in March of that year. The Ptahmose panels were probably removed at the same time. Mariette does not include them in his 1868 catalogue of the Bulaq Museum, although \textit{a} (and probably the same) Ptahmose is mentioned: “À côté des tombeaux de Tounar-i, de Ptah-mès et d’autres fonctionnaires Memphites de la XIX\textsuperscript{e} dynastie, existent les ruines de l’édicule funéraire d’un autre personnage de rang plus élevé, nommé Hor-em-heb”.\textsuperscript{49}

Whatever happened to the tomb after 1859 is not known, and the same is true for its reliefs photographed by Devéria. That some tombs were accessible as late as the 1880s is confirmed by the find of newspaper fragments in the statue room of Horemheb’s tomb, years after Mariette

\textsuperscript{45} LD Tafelwerke, I, pl. 33. At one point Lepsius’ expedition was attacked and robbed during the night by an armed gang that set fire to their camp (Lepsius 1853, p. 69-79). Schneider (2012, p. 25) argues that, under these circumstances, they may have left behind some antiquities they planned to send back to Berlin. During the excavation of the tomb of Iniua in 1993, a collection of fine reliefs were found as if they had been intentionally stored there, pending transportation. Two columns from that tomb did indeed make it to the Berlin Museum (nos. 1627-1628). However, \textit{pace} Schneider, Lepsius worked at Saqqara several weeks instead of several days, and continued to work there after the incident (Lepsius 1853, p. 74-79).

\textsuperscript{46} LD Text, I, p. 15 (pyramidion, present location unknown), p. 16 (two doorjams, Berlin 1611-1612). It is noteworthy that on his map of Saqqara, Lepsius (LD Tafelwerke, I, pl. 31) indicates the location of LS 26 to the east of LS 27, while in the text (LD Text, I, 182) he describes its location as “somewhat north of tomb LS 27”. LS 26 is attested by the broken stela of Iry, the \textit{m w ɛ b t Wsr-m-wr-t R-s R} \textit{m pt Imn}, “Scribe in the temple of Ramesses II in the house of Amun” (\textit{i.e.} Theban Ramesseum).

\textsuperscript{47} Mariette 1872, p. 20, pl. 62d (prepared by Mariette 1870-1881, and posthumously published by G. Maspero, 1889): “Les débris de ce personnage sont dispersés dans les différents musées : on en trouve à Florence, à Paris et à Londres, comme à Boulaq”. An undated photograph (probably late 1870s) produced by Félix Bonfils (1831-1885) and now in the collection of the Frank H. McClung Museum of the University of Tennessee (Bonfils photo no. 213: file no. egypt222; cat. no. 09/02/96) shows a plaster cast of panel JE 4875. The missing right-hand side is reconstructed and the photo has the caption: “\textit{Roi Aménophis – Égypte}”. The photo is taken in the Egyptian Museum, at that time located at Bulaq (1838-1890: Saleh, Sourouzian 1986, p. 10).

\textsuperscript{48} Horemheb: Mariette 1872, p. 25-26, pl. 74, rediscovered by the EES-Leiden mission in 1975 (G.T. Martin 1989, p. 77-82, scenes [57] and [58], pl. 50, 56-57: entrance to statue room. These doorjams were discovered \textit{in situ}; Mariette made a sketch of one doorjamb and simply duplicated it (i.e. Theban Ramesseum).

\textsuperscript{49} Mariette 1868, p. 281: \textit{905 à 908} (Horemheb). For \textit{Tounar-i} (Tjuneroy), see: PM III\textsuperscript{2}, p. 666-667 (as Tenny); Mariette 1872, p. 19, pl. 57b, 58.
had been working there.⁵⁰ A scenario similar to that in the nearby tomb of Maya is possible. There, the south reveal of the doorway between the statue room and inner court contained relief decoration, which was copied by the Lepsius expedition in 1843.⁵¹ Only part of that scene was rediscovered in 1987-1988, smashed to pieces.⁵² It is also possible that the Ptahmose relief was removed from the wall after 1859, to form part of a (private) collection where it has since remained unnoticed.⁵³

The Saqqara Tomb of Ptahmose

Objects Attributed to his Tomb

In the course of the first half of the 19th c. a number of statues, reliefs and pillars from the Memphite tomb of Ptahmose entered European public and private collections. A fair number of publications have since been devoted to individual objects. Lists of his monuments were published by Porter and Moss (PM III p. 192-193; PM III², p. 713-715), and Kitchen (KR/III, p. 171-180; KR/VII, p. 112-113, 180). Berlandini (1982a), Málek (1987), Van Dijk (1989), Franke (1993) and Greco (2011), added and/or rejected further attributions. All disiecta membra identified to date are presented below as an updated list. For a more comprehensive description of the individual objects the reader is referred to the publications cited. Table 4 gives an overview of the titles of Ptahmose collected from these monuments.

- I. Reliefs

Three limestone panels with relief decoration and texts. All depict the tomb owner seated in front of an offering table. The panel visible on the right-hand doorjamb in the Devéria photograph is not in Cairo.

---

⁵⁰ Maarten Raven, personal communication. Note that no tomb of the New Kingdom in the area south of the Unas causeway is indicated by name on the map of De Morgan (1897). Only nameless structures of New Kingdom date are indicated.

⁵¹ LD III, pl. 240a.

⁵² LDIII, pl. 240a; G.T. Martin 2012, scene [30], p. 30-31, pl. 24-25, 90 [1].

⁵³ I thank Geoffrey Martin for checking his records of photographs and line drawings of Saqqara New Kingdom material held in museum collections. Unfortunately none could be identified as the Devéria relief.

⁵⁴ Mariette 1872, pl. 62 [d]; Berlandini 1982, p. 94-97 (with further references); KR/III, p. 171-172. Note that the sequential order of Temporary Numbers omits TN 14.6.24.29, a relief from the nearby tomb of Iniuia: PM III², p. 707 (as Nia); Schneider 2012, p. 86 [19], fig. III.14, pl. IX. Also relief Cairo TN 25.6.24.6 of Ptahmose (see I.7, below) is followed by a block of Iniuia, TN 24.6.24.7 (Schneider 2012, p. 90 [22a], fig. III.37), which suggests that Mariette simultaneously worked in the tombs of Ptahmose and Iniuia. Preceding the Ptahmose panels in the Journal d’Entrée numbering is JE 4872 (TN 12.6.24.11), a block in raised relief depicting a group of dancing men, and women playing the tambourine: G.T. Martin 1995, p. 6 [3]; PM III², p. 754; Maspero 1914, p. 155 [562]; Wreszinski 1923, p. 419. Provenance: Saqqara, “temple de Kha’i” (after a subsidiary figure, the sS [n] Imn 2ai); 50 × 105 cm (h × w). According to Saleh, Sourouzian 1986, Cat. 214, and Sullivan 2002, the relief was found resused in the Serapeum, 1859. See also: Devéria Squeezes, 6170A, 13, 13bis, 18.
I.4 Florence, Museo Egizio 2557 (74 × 139 cm).55
A limestone revetment block with relief decoration in two registers. Only the lower part of the upper register is preserved. The tomb owner and his wife (partly preserved) are each depicted seated (left side) with male and female offering bearers approaching them from the right. All texts are carved in sunk relief, except for the text identifying a daughter in the lower right corner of the lower register (Inehyt, raised relief).

I.5 Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden AP 54 (128 × 100 × 20 cm).56
This limestone relief contains the fragments of two registers. Van Dijk57 demonstrated a join with relief Liebieghaus IN 1643 (see below, I.6), and pointed to a connection with Book of the Dead chapter 71 on account of the vignettes depicted on both blocks. The upper register is divided into three scenes: part of a scene that includes Inehyt standing, hands raised in adoration and standing behind Ptahmose; Ptahmose kneeling in adoration in front of a seated god Ra; and a Hathor cow in a bark. The lower register is also divided into three scenes: Ptahmose kneeling in adoration; Ptahmose standing in adoration before Ra; and the tomb owner and his wife seated on a chair. Five of their children are depicted sitting behind them, divided over two sub-registers.

I.6 Frankfurt, Liebieghaus IN 1643 (103 × 67 × 5 cm).58
The right-hand side of this block joins Leiden AP 54 (I.5), and Franke suggested that at the top it joins with Cairo TN 25.6.24.6 (I.7).59 The block contains three scenes, two of which continue on Leiden AP 54. In the upper register Ptahmose (and Inehyt) are standing in front of a pile of offerings, adoring a god (probably Osiris). The lower-right scene depicts Ra-Horakhti opposite a kneeling representation of Ptahmose (on Leiden AP 54). On the left side Ptahmose stands in adoration, in front of an enshrined and standing figure (statue) of Osiris.

I.7 Cairo, Egyptian Museum TN 25.6.24.6 (59 × 76 cm).60
This fragment may join Liebieghaus IN 1643. Ptahmose is seated on the left (monkey underneath the chair), overseeing activities in three sub-registers: bringing and preparing of fish (upper registers), and bringing and administering birds (lower register). Due to their similar subject, it is possible that this fragment was located near the “Mur Rhone” (I.11).61

I.8 Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University, cat. no. 95 (44 × 33 × 8.9 cm).62
Limestone relief fragment with the head of Ptahmose, five columns of text in raised relief and a single line of text in sunk relief.

55 Berend 1882, p. 62-63, pl. 8 (as D. 18); PM III, p. 774; KRI III, p. 172; Greco 2011b, fig. 5.
56 Boeser 1911, p. 8, no. 4e, pl. XXX; KRI III, p. 176-178; Van Dijk 1989, p. 47-54: Franke 1993, p. 159-172; Greco 2011b, fig. 6-7. The relief, together with the four pillars Leiden AP 51, arrived in Leiden in 1829 (ex-coll. d’Anastasi, 1828).
57 Van Dijk 1989, p. 47-54.
58 Måler 1987, p. 132; Van Dijk 1989, p. 47-54; Franke 1993, p. 159-172; Greco 2011b, p. 197-198, fig. 6-7.
59 Franke 1993.
60 Berlandini 1982, p. 97-98; Franke 1993, p. 171-172; Greco 2011b, p. 198, fig. 6-7. For a similar scene from the tomb of the Chief steward of Memphis, Iniuiu, see: Schneider 2012, fig. III.38 [22b] (Cairo TN 3.7.24.13; north wall of sanctuary); and the Overseer of the treasury, Maya: G.T. Martin 2012, scene [37] and [38], pl. 29 (Cairo JE 43272; north wall of inner courtyard).
61 Berlandini 1982, p. 93.
62 Capart 1940, p. 249-250; Borchardt 1931, pl. 2 [12]; Berlandini 1982, p. 97-98 ("Fragment de paroi Berlin n° inconnu"); KRI III, p. 180 ("Slab [in trade], Saqqara"). For the modern history of this relief and a reconsideration of text and image, see Staring 2014.
I.9-10 Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum 1631 (150 × 49 cm) and 1632 (201 × 49 cm).63 Bought by Lepsius in 1842 from the antiquities dealer Solomon Fernandez in Cairo and subsequently transferred to the Berlin Museum.64 These “doorjambs” are said to have been found together with the pyramidion presented here as III.6.

1.11 “Mur Rhone” (± 161.7 × 74.8 × 13.1 cm) (fig. 4)
Five adjoining relief decorated limestone revetment blocks, photographed in situ by Devéria (1859); present location unknown.65 For a discussion of these reliefs, see below.

1.12 “Block from Giza” (dimensions unknown).66
This block was found by Lepsius in 1842-1843, built into an “Arabic” tomb in Gizeh. Unfortunately, Lepsius gives only a transcription of one line of text. No additional information is provided. Málek was the first to attribute this block to the corpus of Ptahmose. The title attested on the block bears close resemblance to that preserved on statue BM 1119 (II.6) and on Devéria photograph I.17D.

1.13-17 Devéria doorway
Doorjams (front and thickness) and reveal photographed by Devéria in situ, 1859; now lost. See discussion below.

1.18 In situ (left block: ± 70 × 169 cm)
At least two relief decorated limestone revetment blocks were found in situ during the recent excavation of the tomb by the Cairo University mission in 2010. The tomb has not been published yet, but the press release on the discovery included the photograph of two adjoining in situ relief decorated revetment blocks, positioned on an east wall.67 Only the left block is fully visible. To the left side of that block is a doorway. The scene itself is bordered by a block frieze and to the left-hand side two columns (originally three) of text are visible, both ending with the tomb owner’s name. The wall contains an undecorated dado of approximately 30 cm, and the scene and dado are separated by three superimposed lines, coloured red and yellow. The main scene depicts at least three papyrus boats each containing three men holding sticks or paddles. This representation resembles Old Kingdom mastaba scenes of boatmen in a tilting match.68

II. Statues
II.1 Walters Art Museum 22.106 (132 × 45.1 × 87.8 cm).69
A seated statue of Inehyt, the Songstress of the Lady of the Sycamore, wife of Ptahmose.

---

64 Jewish antiquities dealer in Cairo (fl. 1810-1860) who mainly traded in antiquities he had found at Saqqara. DAWSON, UPHILL, BIEBRBIER 2012, p. 190.
65 First published by BERLANDINI 1982, p. 86-92, fig. 1, pl. VII; also KR VII, p. 112; HOFFMANN 2004, p. 145 and fig. 168. The dimensions are calculated with the aid of the mudbricks visible behind the limestone slabs. Mudbricks of this period at Saqqara have a length of approximately 33 cm (cf. RAVEN 2005, p. 11; outer courtyard of Raia, early D. 19). BERLANDINI 1982, p. 86, reconstructs 165 × 75 × 13 cm.
66 LD Text I, p. 126 [8]; MÁLEK 1981, p. 157, with n. 13; MÁLEK 1987, p. 133. In PM III1, p. 310, the block is designated “probably Saite”.
68 For a study of this subject in tombs of the Old to Middle Kingdom, see HERB 2001.
69 STEINDORFF 1946, p. 40, pl. XXI [106], CXII [106]; STEINDORFF 1942, p. 11-13, fig. 1, 3, 5; KR VII, p. 113; MÁLEK 1987, p. 119-120. STEINDORFF
II.2 Matsuoka Museum of Art, Tokyo, no. 568 (121.9 × 45.7 × 79.2 cm).50

A seated statue of Inehyt, almost identical to Walters Art Museum 22.106.

II.3-4 Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden, AST 7 and AST 8 (138 × 55 × 99 cm; 142 × 47.5 × 90 cm).71

The museum in Leiden has two near-identical seated statues of Ptahmose. These no doubt formed pairs with the seated statues of his wife, Inehyt (nos. II.1 and II.2).72

II.5 Cairo, Egyptian Museum JE 41532 (h. 40 cm).73

Dyad fragment of Ptahmose and Inehyt, seated. Found by James Quibell during excavations in the ruins of the Apa Jeremias monastery at Saqqara.

(1942, p. 9-11) notes similarities with the statue of Meryt, wife of Maya: Leiden AST 2 (Boeser 1912, pl. V) and the double statue BM EA 36, recently identified as General Horemheb and his wife (Van Walsem, Raven 2011, p. 375-383). The statues’ (II.1-2) earliest appearance can be traced back to the collection of Count Jules de Castellane. His collection, formed around 1825, was accommodated in the Château des Aygalades, Marseilles (Waldstein 1926, p. 190-191). According to Steindorff (1942), the two statues may have been brought to France in 1820 by the Frenchman Saulnier (cf. Dawson, Uphill, Bierbrier 2012, p. 487) as part of a large collection which he sold there. Alternatively, they may have been acquired in Egypt by Jean François Champollion, 1828-1829. He was on very good terms with d’Anastasi (Steindorff 1942, p. 11). While Steindorff revised this option in view of information provided to him by B.V. Bothmer—who proposes that the statues were taken to France by officers of the Napoleonic expedition (Steindorff 1947, p. 58)—the Champollion-d’Anastasi connection, I would say, remains likely. After all, numerous monuments from the tomb of Ptahmose were acquired by d’Anastasi.

After Count Jules de Castellane died (1861), the Château des Aygalades and its contents passed to his eldest daughter, the Marquise d’Estourelle (Waldstein 1926, p. 190-191). When she eventually passed away, her relatives sold both the Château and its contents. The antiquities were bought by a number of local dealers. There is no complete record of where these all went to. In 1917 Jacques Seligman from Paris purchased the Baltimore statue from an unnamed Marseilles dealer (http://art.thewalters.org/detail/22976/seated-statue-of-nehy accessed 21.03.2013). It subsequently changed ownership several times. From 1917-1921 it was in the possession of Henri Daguerre and Joseph Brummer. Brummer probably transported the statue to the United States, where it was eventually sold in 1922 to Samuel Untermeyer from New York. In 1925 it finally entered the private collection of Henry Walters from Baltimore and, by bequest, came to be part of the Walters Art Gallery (now: Museum) in 1931.70

Steindorff 1946, p. 11, 14, fig. 4, 6; Christie’s 1976, no. 117 with pl. 29; KR/III, p. 179; Mälek 1987, p. 119-120; Wada 1999. With the sale of the Castellane collection in 1917, the statues of Inehyt got separated. The current statue was acquired for the Reverend Theodore Pitcairn Collection in Bryn Athyn, Pennsylvania (PM III, p. 715; Steindorff 1942, p. 11), and later bought by Seijo Matsuoka (Japan) for his private collection. In 1973 he founded the Matsuoka Museum of Art, which in 2000 moved to the present location at Shirokane, Tokyo. I am grateful to Mr. Osamu Matsuoka of the Matsuoka Museum of Art for providing me with information on this statue. According to Wada (1999), the statues of Inehyt were purchased by d’Anastasi in the early 1820s and then by Champollion in 1828-1829 in Egypt.71

AST 7: Boeser 1911, p. 8-9, pl. 31; KR/III, p. 179; Greco 2011b, fig. 3; AST 8: Boeser 1911, p. 9, pl. 32; KR/III, p. 179; Mälek 1987, p. 118; Greco 2011b, fig. 4.

70 The only parallel for a pair of life-sized seated private statues of a husband and wife from New Kingdom Saqqara is presented by the Overseer of the Treasury Maya (Leiden AST 1) and his wife Meryt (Leiden AST 2), both of which are actually over life-sized. For an overview of private funerary statuary from Saqqara, see Mälek 1987, p. 117-127. The number of six from the tomb of Ptahmose is surpassed only by Horemheb (“at least eight”, Mälek 1987, p. 117; now also Van Walsem, Raven 2011, p. 375: “at least one triad, four dyads (recently identified: BM EA 36, ex-coll. d’Anastasi 1839), two standing statues, one of which must have had a pendant, a quartzite statue, a kneeling statue, and a statue of Mudnodjmet”, i.e. at least 11 statues). There are various reasons to associate anonymous dyad Leiden AST 4 (Boeser 1912, p. 6 [14], pl. VIII; ex-coll. d’Anastasi 1828) and kneeling statue Leiden L.X.2 (Boeser 1912, p. 11 [25], pl. XII; Schneider 1996, 76; ex-coll. De Lescluze) with the Horemheb corpus as well (cf. Van Walsem, Raven 2011, p. 378-380). Only four statues are thus far known for Maya, see: G.T. Martin 2012, pl. 116-130. However, see G.T. Martin 2012, scene [43], p. 32-33, for the dragging to the tomb of several statues represented in wall decoration. The naophorous and standing statues have not been found during excavation.

71 Quibell 1912, p. 146, pl. LXXXVII [1, 2]; KR/III, p. 180; Mälek 1987, p. 119.
II.6 London, British Museum EA 1119 (35.5 × 34.5 × 21 cm). Naophorous, kneeling statue, fragment of lower part. Ptahmose holds a naos with the god Ptah. The statue was found by Petrie at Saqqara, 1881-1882.

III. Architectural Elements

III.1-4 Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden AP 51a-d (215/230 × 37/40 cm).

Four djed-pillars. In his discussion on Memphite djed-pillars, Van Dijk, argued that Ptahmose’s tomb must have contained at least six such pillars. Three pillars (b-d) belong to the so-called "southern" type and one (a) to the “northern”, assuming that the image of the adoring tomb owner faces the central east-west axis of the tomb.

III.5 Cairo, Egyptian Museum 40,000 (h. 225 cm). Papyriform column found reused by Quibell in the monastery of Apa Jeremias. The column contains text on the abacus and has a panel showing the kneeling figure of Ptahmose, adoring, with seven columns of text.

III.6 Pyramidion (present location and dimensions unknown).

When Lepsius bought the two doorjambs (I.9-10) in 1842, he also noticed a pyramidion in the possession of Fernandez. Lepsius briefly described the object, indicating that it had the same provenance as the two doorjambs, and added a transcription of the text. He did not indicate whether or not he bought the object for the Berlin Museum, which added to later confusion. The inscription (two titles) published by Lepsius is significant for dating Ptahmose, as it mentions Memphite temples of Seti I and Ramesses II.

IV. Stelae

IV.1 “Stela from Kafr el-Haram” (present location and dimensions unknown).

In his notebook, Hans Ostenfeldt Lange (1863-1943) notes to have seen a 19th Dynasty stela of the ( ), Imy-r wr n(y) Ptḥ Ptḥ-ms, “Chief steward of Ptah, Ptahmose”, with a dealer in Kafr el-Haram, 1899. There can be little doubt that this is...
the same man as the Mayor Ptahmose (see titles, table 4). Lange adds: “Interesting but mutilated depictions”. He also lists other antiquities for which he records their prices. The present whereabouts of this object are unknown. Interestingly, on the same page he records a relief inscribed for the Royal son Khaemwaset.82

IV.2 Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum 19718 (14 × 22,4 cm).

Fragment of the upper part of a fayence stela with decoration in raised relief.83 It depicts Ptahmose standing in adoration before Osiris and Isis. Ptahmose bears the titles šš nsw and ḫȝ.ty-ʿ.

• V. Burial Equipment

V.1 Sarcophagus fragment, musée Antoine Vivenel de Compiègne Inv. L. 496 (39 × 37 × 5 cm).84

The foot of the outer granite (anthropoid) sarcophagus was donated to the musée Vivenel by Antoine Vivenel (Compiègne, 1799-1862) in 1843.85 According to the 1870-1871 catalogue of the museum, the object came from Saqqara.86 The foot-end of the sarcophagus bears the image of a squatting Isis on a nwb-symbol, hands raised. The incised texts identify the deceased as the Royal scribe and Steward Ptahmose. The paleography of signs ḫ and .cgi is comparable to that on other monuments of Ptahmose.87 The titles are the same as those held by him on the statues in Leiden (II.3-4), and on the stela (VII.1) and shabti (VII.2) from the Serapeum.

• VI. Offering Tables

n/a.88

• VII. Extra-Sepulchral Finds

VII.1 Paris, Louvre IM 5269 (55,5 × 30,8 × 7,8 cm).89

The stela was found by Mariette in the Serapeum, 1853, in the “tombe isolée G”, for the Apis bulls that died in years 16 (VII) and 30 (IX) of Ramesses II.90 The stela is divided into three sections: in the upper section Ptahmose and his wife stand in adoration in...
front of a seated Ptah; in the middle section both present a libation to the Apis bull; and in the lower section a male figure stands in front of an offering table with three seated females behind him.

While the stela itself does not mention any date, it has generally been used to position Ptahmose around year 30 of Ramesses II. Like the shabti (VII.2, below) found in the Serapeum, this stela identifies its deducator as ś sȝw.t and īmy-r pr; similar to statues Leiden AST 7-8 (II.3-4). The orthography of the name “Inehyt” differs from the other monuments,91 reading ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
Another unprovenanced, granite cubic statue (h: 31 cm) in the collection of the musée archéologique in Strasbourg, II. 987. O. 146 (M.A.D. LXXI.97), has a single vertical line of text on the front: hȝt.y-ʿ Ptḥ-ms(w). On stylistic grounds, however, Schulz dated the statue to Amenhotep II-Thutmose IV.

Previously Attributed to Ptahmose, but Now Rejected
1. The identification of the statue Leiden AST 23 was proposed by Schiaparelli, initially accepted in Leiden, but recently rejected on account of the titles.
2. Relief Munich GL. 298 was listed by PM III, p. 193, but actually forms part of the Memphite tomb of the Chief goldsmith Amenemone.
3. Cubic statue fragment Cairo CG 642 of Ptahmose. His titles, Royal scribe of the double treasury, Overseer of cattle of Amun, and Royal scribe [lacuna] of the Lord of the Two Lands, exclude an identification with the Mayor.

Devéria Doorway: Translation of Texts

Doorway, North Reveal (I.13)

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{(1)} \ [1] \ \text{ḥȝt.y-ʿ} \ Ptḥ-ms(w) \ [2] \ dd \ mdw \ h(ȝ) \ iy.i.\,(i) \ m \ htp^c \ r \ imnt.\,t \ hnm.\,t(w) \ m \ hw.\,t=k^d \ n.\,t \ nhb \ is.\,t=k \ n.t \ [3] \ d.\,t \ qrs.\,t(w)=k \ im \ m(-\,ht) \ Iw \ nfr \ iw=k \ m \ hs.wt \ nsw.t \ r \ htp \ m ‘nh-\,t2.\,wy'. \\
&\text{(1)} \ [1] \ \text{Ḥw-mʿy} \ [2] \ ḥȝ.ty-ʿ \ n(.y) \ Mn-nfr \ [3] \ \text{(Paris, Louvre E 5336:} \ Schiaparelli 1992, I, p. 449 [267], II, pl. 118[a]).
\end{align*}
\]

Recitation: Ha! Welcome (in peace) to the west (i.e. necropolis), may you unite with your place/house of eternity, your tomb of everlastingness, may you be buried in it after an old age, you being in the royal favour to rest in Ankhiawy.

\[\text{BIFAO 114 (2014), p. 455-518} \quad \text{STARING (Nico)} \quad \text{The Tomb of Ptahmose, Mayor of Memphis Analysis of an Early 19th Dynasty Funerary Monument at Saqqara} \quad \text{© IFAO 2019} \quad \text{BIFAO en ligne} \quad \text{http://www.ifao.egnet.net} \]
Doorway, North Jamb, Thickness (I.14)

[Text]

•[1] /// [ns/r] ȝ[s(h)]rr(f)[k] m ḥw.t-kȝ-Ptḥ sr br½[y-tp m] šny.t h w mnḥ n nṯr nfr t sā nsw.t im.y-r pr wr m [pr Ptḥ /// Ptb-ms mȝʿ-hrw nb ḫmḥb].

[1] /// [tongue/mouth] that appeases in Hutkaptah (i.e. Memphis), Nobleman, Chief [amongst] the courtiers, Unique and excellent one of the Perfect God (i.e. the king), Royal scribe, Chief steward in [the house of Ptah /// Ptahmose, true of voice, possessor of reverence].

Doorway, North Jamb, East Side (I.15)

[Text]

[1] [ḥtp di nsw.t ṭk Wsỉr nb ḏdw nb p.t tȝw ṭȝw nb p.t ṭȝw nḏm n ḥȝ.ty-ʿ n Wsỉr /// Ptḥ-ms mȝʿ-hrw nb ḫmḥb].

[1] [An offering which the king gives to Osiris, Lord of Busiris, Lord of heaven (and) earth, may he grant bread, water, libation and incense when he calls [your name /// for the Osiris /// Ptahmose, true of voice, possessor of reverence].

[2] [ḥtp di nsw.t /// nsw nṯr.w ṭȝw ṭȝw nḏm n ḥȝ.ty-ʿ n Wsỉr (ỉ)r.p[.t] ḥȝ.ty-ʿ n Wsỉr /// m pr Ptḥ Ptḥ-ms mȝʿ-hrw nb ḫmḥb].

[2] [An offering which the king gives to ///, king of the gods, may he grant a sweet breeze of the north wind made? for the Osiris, Noble and count, Steward /// in the house of [Ptah, Ptahmose, true of voice, possessor of reverence].

[3] [ḥtp di nsw.t /// ḏs⸗f ḏs⸗f ḏḥp bȝ(⸗k) m is d.t sp sn.w n Wsỉr (ỉ)r.p[.t] ḥȝ.ty-ʿ sš nsw.t im.y-r mȝʿ m pr-Ptḥ Ptḥ-ms mȝʿ-hrw nb ḫmḥb].

[3] /// An offering which the king gives to ///, ///, /// himself, may he grant that (your) ba will rest in (its) tomb forever and ever for the Osiris, Noble and count, Overseer of the troops in the house of Ptah, Ptahmose, true of voice, possessor of reverence.
Doorway, North Jamb, East Side, Panel (I.16)

[An offering which the king gives to Osiris /// ruler of] everlastingness, may he grant to enter and leave in Rosetau (and) to rest in Abydos for the Osiris, Noble and count, Royal scribe, Overseer of the granaries of the Lord of Truth (i.e. Ptah), Ptahmose, true of voice, possessor reverence.

Doorway, South Jamb, East Side (I.17)

[An offering which the king gives to /// sanctuary/chapel of the praised/favourite/blessed one(s), may he grant a blessed state, power, and justification for the Osiris, the Noble and count, Royal scribe, Steward in the house of Ptah, Ptahmose, true of voice, possessor of reverence.

[An offering which the king gives to /// lands(?) and all people, may he grant a partaking in the offerings in the Mansion of Sokar, for the Osiris, the Noble and count, Overseer of the troops in the house of Ptah, Ptahmose, true of voice, possessor of reverence.
An offering which the king gives to Osiris, lord of heaven, ruler of eternity, who creates everlastingness, may he grant seeing the sun at its rising for the Osiris, the Noble and Mayor of beyond the Walls of Ptah, Ptahmose, true of voice, possessor of reverence.

Doorway, South Jamb East Side, Panel (Cairo JE 4874; I.2)

Notes on Text and Translation

a. Although individual signs are discernible, no satisfactory reconstruction can be proposed.

b. These signs are difficult to read and their interpretation depends on the preceding, illegible passage. One could also read md.wt, “words”, which implies a continuation from the preceding (single) upper column. For comparison, see tomb of Maya: G.T. Martin 2012, scene [30], pl. 25.

c. For a similar construction, see: Ockinga 2004, p. 108, pl. 36b, 82b: TNE 96: 119, face A (Text 70).

d. Alternatively, one may read s.t-k n(y).t nbh, “your place of eternity”.

e. For a similar spelling of nb-tw.f, see Gohary 2009, pl. 49 [LB 13c].

f. Compare: ns shr r dr=f(Taylor 2001, p. 133 [1227]), “One whose tongue makes peace in the entire land”. For r shrr m t3 r-dr=f, see Taylor 2001, p. 135-136, [1312-1318]: “spokesman who makes peace in (the midst of) [varying toponyms; none with hwt-k2-Ptb].” Also Raedler 2006, p. 47-49 (“Der Beamte als Körperteil des Königs”).
g. Although this sign is damaged, it doubtlessly reads br. Cf. Al-Ayedi 2006, p. 428 [1460]: bry-tp sr.w, “Chief nobleman”. Compare for a different spelling KRI III, p. 171,14 (JE 4873): bry-tp wr m inb.w-bd, “Great chief in Memphis”; cf. Al-Ayedi 2006, p. 425 [1447]: bry-tp wr.w, “Chief of chiefs”. The alternative reading of this sign as tp would allow for the reconstruction of the honorary title ḥr y-tp m šny.t, “First official among the courtiers” (cf. Raven 2005, p. 44 [70], pl. 74-75), or sr tp.y m ḥȝ.t šny.t (cf. KRI III, p. 94,6: tp.y n.y [smr.w] m ḥȝ.t šny.t); or Nobleman, head of the king’s courtiers, in parallel to e.g. relief Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek ÆIN 714 of the General Amenemone: Martin 1987, pl. 1 [b]); and sr tp.y m ḥȝ.b ḥȝ.t šny.t (cf. KRI III, p. 18,6-7; Raedler 2012, p. 122. According to Raedler, this epithet is only very rarely attested for members of the royal court. For the terms šn.wt and šny.t, see Raedler 2006, p. 43; Raedler 2012, p. 124-129 (“Hofstaat / Hofleute”).

h. The damaged area allows for the inclusion of another block of signs, enabling e.g. the reconstruction sr ḥr.y-tp m šny.t nsw.t, “Nobleman, greatest amongst the king’s courtiers”.


j. It is difficult to ascertain the remaining length of this column. One could argue that it ran to approximately the same level as the baseline of the two standing figures on the adjacent reveal and that it concluded with Pth-ms mš’-hrw nb ṯmḥb. Such a reconstruction would allow for the inclusion of yet another title.

k. The subject of the corresponding panel below, i.e. the tomb owner receiving offerings while seated at an offering table, justifies this reconstruction.


m. This reading is not without difficulty. At first, one is inclined to read nb ḥȝ.wy. At closer inspection, the upper ḥȝ-sign appears to be more rectangular shaped than the lower sign. One may read: nb pt ḥȝ (cf. Quibell, Hayter 1927, pl. 19: relief “A” from the tomb of Huy, as an epithet of Amun).

Alternatively, one could interpret the upper sign as i, reading nb šṭȝy (Wb IV, p. 553), an abbreviation for šṭȝy, commonly associated with Sokar (see below, x.).


o. Cf. Barta 1968, p. 132(c) [Bitte 212]: di.f prl.t [hr] hrw ḫḥf nis ṣp t ṭw ṭw, “Er möge das Hervorkommen auf die Stimme geben, wenn er ruft um Brot, Wasser und Luft zu empfangen”. The damaged area allows for a short continuation of this formula, before commencing with n Wsr. One might expect nis.f or perhaps even nis.f mn(sk). Another possibility is nis m mn, “(when) called by name” (Hannig 2006, I, p. 1206 [= CT sp. 469, V398d]).
nsw nṯr.w is a common epithet for Amun-Re, but it is associated occasionally also with Ptah, cf. G.T. Martin 1985, p. 18 [xi], pl. 28 (pillar [D] from the tomb of the Chief guardian of the scribes of the Lord of the Two Lands, Amenmose): nfr ḥr nsw nṯr.w, “[Ptah] beautiful of face, king of the gods”. On column Cairo 40.000 (III.5), the epithet is associated with Osiris-Wennefer (Berlandini 1982, p. 100-101 [c]). Which deity is addressed here is difficult to ascertain, since no trace remains of the preceding epithet. For more references, see Leitz 2002, p. 333-336 (especially to Osiris).

q. The reading of these signs is uncertain. The w could be understood as part of the name for the god Atum. Compare Barta 1968, p. 215 [Bitte 79(a)]: (di-sm) snswf ẖw ndm n mḥшиб ṯịm.w, “(Sie mögen geben), daß er den süßen Hauch des Nordwindes atme, der hervorkommt aus Atum”.

r. The reading of the first sign is uncertain. It resembles ḫr, enabling the following reconstructions:
- ḫpr ḏs⸗f, “who came into being of himself”, epithet of Khepri (G.T. Martin 1989, p. 32 [9], pl. 23), Thoth (G.T. Martin 1989, p. 30 [7], pl. 21-22), or Atum-Horakhti (Leiden AP 54; KRI III, p. 177,6-7);
- wtt sw ms sw ḏs⸗f, “who begot himself and gave birth to himself” (epithet of Re-Horakhti).

s. Lacking indications for the first part of this epithet, alternative reconstructions with ḏ.t are equally valid.

t. See Gohary 2009, p. 37: both Nebnefer and his son Mahu (tomb ST 218) were bearers of the same title.

u. For ỉwnn, as a general term for “sacred place”, “shrine”, “temple”, see: Wb I, p. 55 (“Wohnung eines Gottes”); Spencer 1984, p. 99-103 (with references). The term is attested for the 18th and 19th Dynasty, and again for the Ptolemaic period. I have not been able to find a parallel for ỉwnn.t n.t bsy.w. J. Van Dijk (personal communication) points at the possibility that the “temple of the blessed” could be a reference to the statues of the deceased placed in temples or, as in the present context, tomb superstructures (cf. Wb III, p. 157, 1: bsỉ, with determinative ⲧ, as “Bez. für die durch Stiftung ihrer Statue in den Tempel Ausgezeichneten”.

v. Presumably this is an epithet of a deity mentioned in the offering formula; “god X who made the lands and all people” (suggestion B. Ockinga). It is not clear which deity is addressed here.


x. See Brovarski 1984, col. 1064. For references to “Mansions of Sokar”, see e.g. Helck 1960, p. 924 (142) [II.a]: the sm-priest in the ḫw.t-skṛ Minnose (D. 19, temp. Ramesses II); Petrie 1902, pl. 67 [4]: statue of Wennefer, sem-priest in the ḫw.t-skṛ (D. 19, temp. Seti I); and Hayes 1959, p. 158: on a statue of Thutmose date. According to Petrie 1902, p. 46, the ḫw.t-skṛ was part of the temple of Seti I at Abydos, where, in Maricet’s Salle T, it is repeatedly mentioned on the temple walls. In the context of Saqqara, it is possible that the “Mansion of Sokar” can be identified with the Shetayer-shrine (see above, m.), the location of which is suggested in the area of Rosetau (Edwards 1986, p. 28-29). Rosetau, then, may refer to the vast desert stretching between Saqqara and Gizeh (Zivie-Coche 1984,
col. 304-305). S.S. Abd el-Aal (2009, p. 5 and pl. 3b) suggested that this is the place where some New Kingdom chapels were dedicated during the New Kingdom (i.e. Kafr el-Gebel or Nazlet el-Batran, to the south of the Gizeh plateau). On the Kafr el-Gebel monument of his superior Tia, Iurudef is attested with his title īmr y-r kȝ.t n nb.f n r-st₂.w. That title does not recur in his funerary monument at Saqqara.

A related structure is the pr-hnw, from where the Henu-barque of Sokar was carried forth around the walls of Memphis during the annual Sokar-festival (Kitchen 1977, p. 119-120), and the hw.t-hnw (e.g. Badawi 1944, p. 193: mentioned on the sarcophagus of the Mayor Amenhotep Huy).

During the Ramesside period, various priests of the “Mansion of Sokar” in the “Mansion of Amenhotep III” (at Thebes) are known (Gaballa, Kitchen 1969, p. 29; Helck 1960, p. 101, no. 15a; Kees 1958, p. 142).

Pillar Leiden AP 51a of Ptahmose also contains a reference to a hw.t Skry, “Wennefer, Lord of the Sacred Territory. He who awakes safe, residing in the Mansion of Sokar”.

I have found no parallel for this epithet. Similar, but of a later date, is īw.ty-gsȝ-f; “Dessen Parteilichkeit es nicht gibt”, an epithet for Haroeris in the Graeco-Roman period: Leitz 2002, p. 165.

For rdỉ r-gs, see: Wb II, p. 467: “parteiisch sein”.

Compare Ptahmose pillar Leiden AP 51b.4 (Boeser 1911, pl. XXIX: The bird-sign has been variably read as b’ḥ (abundance: “<Anubis> dī.f ḫpr.w b’ḥ tp ṭ₂”, “<Anubis> il donne de faire (ses) transformations, de bénéficier de l’abondance sur terre”: Zivie 2009, p. 63 [text 39], pl. 36); ḫpr.w b’ḥ tp ṭ₂, “Gestaltungen anzunehmen, die die Erde erfüllen”: Assmann 1991, p. 79 [text 93], pl. 36; Gessler-Löhr 1997, p. 52, pl. 8 [1]: MMA 36.3.272, doorjamb of the Theban tomb of the Mayor of Memphis, Menkheper) or Bnw (“<Anubis> ḫpr(.w) m Bnw”, “<Anubis> transform into a Benu (Phoenix)”: Van Leer 1938, p. 32, pl. XVII; 8***: APM 8852, Scribe Ta).

In the present context, with the presence of the preposition m, the second translation is preferred. For what may be the complete writing of this spell, compare the stela of the mid-18th Dynasty Overseer of cattle of Amun Hatiay from Saqqara: Florence 2593 (ex-coll. Dr Nizzoli 1824; Bosticco 1965, fig. 36): ḫpr.w m Bnw Šntỉ, “to transform into a Benu and Shenti”, and the fragment of a jamb from Saqqara (G.T. Martin 1979, p. 44 [136], pl. 39): [িr.t ḫpr.(w) m] Bnw Šnty. For Šnty, see Wb IV, p. 519: “als Vogel, in den sich die Seele des Toten verwandeln möchte” (BD 84). The transformation into a Benu refers to BD 83. The complete spell makes reference to BD chapters 83 and 84.

The “stroke” encompassed by the pr-sign is not convincingly long or short, and could be read as either כ or as כ. The readings result in two rather different titles: Steward in the house of the Lord of Truth, or Overseer of the treasury of the Lord of Truth. The first option is attested on several objects of Ptahmose (i.e. I.17a, II.3, 5, II.3-4, VII.1-2), while the latter is not (nor is it known from other sources). However, the stroke appears to be too long not to resemble the ḫḏ-sign.

As a final note on the text, one may refer to the “Ramesside orthography”. The squares of hieroglyphs on the doorjambs are crowded. This “aesthetic adjustment” in the spacing of signs, observable in the early 19th Dynasty, is well visible on the doorjambs. The texts on the doorjamb reveal, however, are neatly arranged according to the “ideal squares”.

Devéria’s Photograph of the Tomb of Ptahmose: Description of the Reliefs in the Doorway

Notes on the Architecture

The doorway in the tomb of Ptahmose was still in a reasonably good condition at the time of Devéria’s visit. The mudbrick walls with limestone revetment were standing to nearly their original height. Only the upper course of blocks is missing on the north reveal. The relief(s) on the south reveal must have been preserved to exactly the same height: part of the limestone revetment is visible behind the left-hand doorjamb. The walls’ measurements can be estimated using relief Cairo JE 4874, which measures 62 × 47 cm (h × w). This allows for a total visible height of 178 cm. An undecorated dado can be discerned, which indicates that the lower section of the walls is concealed by sand. The undecorated dado underneath a similar scene in the nearby tomb of Pay measures 26 cm, which accords well with the undecorated dado visible in the photograph of the scene with boatmen in a tilting match (I.18). Taking that measurement, the photograph of Devéria captured just about the total height of that wall. The width of the doorway, measured between the two reveals, can be reconstructed at approximately 162 cm.

The two photographs of the tomb taken by Devéria present important information on the architecture. Both indicate that the walls are constructed with a mudbrick core to which a limestone revetment is added. The construction method is an important chronological denominator when considering monumental New Kingdom tombs at Saqqara. The mudbrick core with limestone revetment is characteristic for tombs of the late 18th Dynasty. During the Ramesside period, walls are constructed exclusively of limestone blocks. Tombs that can be dated to the timeframe Ramesses I to Seti I have not been excavated yet. It is to be expected that tomb construction did not change suddenly from one dynasty to the next. This is likely to have been a gradual process. The tomb of Ptahmose appears as a hybrid structure with “traditional” late 18th Dynasty architecture to which Ramesside novelties, such as the djed-pillars,

---

Decoration: Technical Observations

The standing figures of Ptahmose and Inehyt, the block frieze bordering that scene, and the figures and texts on both panels are executed in raised relief. The inscriptions on the door-frames are incised, and the text column in front of the standing figure of Ptahmose is executed in a different manner. That text column is raised from the background of the image area, and the individual signs appear to be executed in raised relief. To find both text and image executed in raised relief is uncommon. Rare examples are found in the tombs of Maya and Mery-Neith.

Reliefs Florence 2537 (I.4), Leiden AP 54 (I.5), and Liebieghaus IN 1643 (I.6) have text columns carved like raised labels, hieroglyphs incised. Parallels can be found in the immediate

(stelae Vienna ÅS 178, purchased by Burghart, 1821; Vienna ÅS 123); Hölbl 1985, p. 18-23, pl. VIII (Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli 1016). Similarly, two additional tombs photographed by Devéria in 1839 (Khay and Pthahemwiwa), also date to the early reign of Ramesses II. Their superstructures are likewise constructed of mudbrick. Moreover, the tomb of Khay also contains *djed*-pillars. Their iconography closely resembles those from the tomb of Ptahmose. The tomb owner is depicted standing, hands raised in adoration (Pasquali 2013, fig. 11). For other examples, see: Chief steward in Memphis, Netjerwymes/Nemtymes (Bubasteion L.16, D. 19, temp. Ramesses II; Zivie 2003, fig. on p. 121), the General Iruokhy/Urhiya (pillar Cairo JE 65601, tomb LS 25, D. 19, temp. Ramesses II, early; Gautier 1935, pl. I); the Head of chamberlains of the Lord of the Two Lands, Iry-iry (*djed*-pillar fragment Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek ÅEIN 45 45, D. 19, temp. Ramesses II; Koefoed-Petersen 1956, pl. XXX [77]); and Amenhotep/Pendua (Cairo TN 20.1.25.5, Ramesside: Van Dijk 1986, No. 15, pl. 1 [i]).

106 A study of the architecture and decoration of this tomb can shed more light on the overall development of funerary monuments at Saqqara during the New Kingdom.

107 Compare e.g. relief of Ipy; Pasquali, Gessler-Loehr 2007, p. 290, fig. 1; references to other examples on p. 291 n. 53. The columns of text were incised directly on the surface and the background was lowered, which resulted in the text columns appearing as “irregularly shaped labels”. See also Hofmann 2004, p. 150, who indicates that this feature occurs already on Old Kingdom stelae and that its application in tomb decoration re-emerges at the beginning of the reign of Ramesses II.

108 This, however, is very difficult to ascertain.

109 Maya: entrance doorway, north reveal (G.T. Martin 2012, scene [3], pl. 79); Mery-Neith: north wall of court (Raven, Van Walsem 2014).

110 Mery-Ptah: Gessler-Löhr 2007, fig. 1.7 (relief Karlsruhe, Badisches Landesmuseum H.1046); Maya: G.T. Martin 2012, scene [35], pl. 91; Horemheb: G.T. Martin 1989, scene [70], pl. 96; Ipy: Pasquali, Gessler-Loehr 2001, fig. 1 (Chief steward Ipy, son of Chief steward Amenhotep Huy, temp. Amenhotep IV-Horemheb). For more references, see Pasquali, Gessler-Löhr 2011, p. 290-291 n. 51-52. A further parallel of the late 18th to early 19th Dynasty, and of unknown provenance (but likely from Saqqara), is a relief from the tomb of the Overseer of scribes of the Lord of the Two Lands, Ruia, D. 19, temp. Seti I: Raven 2005, scene [72], pl. 76-77; scene in raised relief; inscription on the raised labels in sunk relief.


112 Examples include: Leiden AP 56 (V51) (rectangular naos stela, Overseer of cattle of Amun, Djehuty, D. 18, late, provenance unknown, ex-coll. d’Anastasi 1828: Boeser 1913, p. 11, pl. XXII [40]; Affara 2010); Louvre C149 (N598) (rectangular naos stela with pyramidion of the Stable master of the Lord of the Two Lands, Duisemb, D. 18, late, provenance unknown; ex-coll. Drovetti 1827: Étiennel 2006, cat. 129); Berlin 2791 (Karnak, Abydos D. 19: Müller 1991, p. 142-143 [86]); Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli 1016 (round-topped stela of the Scribe of the altar of the Lord of the Two Lands, Rama, University of Leipzig, Inv.-Nr. 1069: Anonymous 1981, p. 16-17, fig. 14; Krause 1987, pp. 44-45, cover illustration). In the Amarna/post-Amarna period tomb of Mery-Neith, a text column was executed first in raised relief and was converted halfway its length to a raised label with text in sunk relief (north wall of courtyard; Raven et al. 2001-2002, fig. 1; Raven, Van Walsem 2014, scene [30], p. 124 n. 110).
ate post-Amarna tombs of Mery-Ptah, Maya, Horemheb, and Ipy.\textsuperscript{110} This feature is even less common for the 19th Dynasty. One example is presented by a relief block of the Steward of the Lord of the Two Lands, Horemheb.\textsuperscript{111} Examples are also known for stelae\textsuperscript{112} and statues.\textsuperscript{113}

A relief fragment found near—but not necessarily belonging to—the tomb of the Chief goldsmith Amenemone (Teti pyramid cemetery) has a representation executed in raised relief and a raised label-shaped column with text in raised relief.\textsuperscript{114}

Although this feature appears most often during the late 18th Dynasty, it cannot be used per se as a dating criterion.\textsuperscript{115} Van Dijk\textsuperscript{116} noted that the use of inscriptions carved in sunk relief on a raised panel is confined to high quality workmanship dating to the late 18th Dynasty until the earlier decades of the reign of Ramesses II. However, at least one 20th Dynasty example is known as well.\textsuperscript{117}

**Scene on Devéria Doorway Reveal: Iconography and Style**

In the doorway, Ptahmose is depicted standing, facing left, his right foot positioned in front of his left (fig. 1-2). He holds a double staff (\textit{mdw} and \textit{wȝs}) in his right hand and both a sceptre (\textit{sḫm}) and long, folded napkin in his left.\textsuperscript{118} Inehyt is positioned standing behind her husband and she grasps him by the arm. In her left hand she holds a \textit{menat}.\textsuperscript{119} The blocks that bore the reliefs depicting their heads are now missing. One can just recognize the lower portion of their wigs. The lower tip of the striated, duplex wig of Ptahmose is visible.\textsuperscript{120} Inehyt probably wears a long, braided wig.\textsuperscript{121}

\textsuperscript{113} MMA 15.2.1, dyad of the Chief scribe Iuny with his wife Renenutet, D. 19, temp. Seti I. The back of the statue features a stela, with the text incised on raised labels. The statue was found in or near the tomb-chapel of Iuny’s father, the Chief physician Amenhotep, at Khashaba, Asyut, excavated by Ahmed Bey Kamal (1913-1914) on behalf of Sayyid Bey, local merchant and art collector (Kamal 1916, p. 86-89 (no. 74); PM IV, p. 269; KRI I, 352-353; Berman 1999, p. 250-252; MMA online catalogue accessed 02.07.2013, www.metmuseum.org). The same raised labels are also present on a relief from the Asyut-tomb of Amenhotep (Deir Durunka). Now: Cleveland Museum 1963.100 and Archaeological Institute of the University of Zurich 1963/36 (formerly: Kunsthaus Zürich, Berman 1999, fig. on p. 250-252, cat. no. 180); Hofmann 2004, fig. 164. More blocks from the tomb are now in Berlin, 1/64, 2/64, 2/63, 3/63 (Kari 1967, p. 75-76, fig. 805; Karig 1969) and Toledo Museum of Art 62.24 (Peck 2011, p. 66-67, with fig. on p. 67).


\textsuperscript{115} Pasquali, Gessler-Löhr 2011, p. 291.

\textsuperscript{116} Van Dijk 1989, p. 53.

\textsuperscript{117} Dra Abu el-Naga, tomb of Ramessesnakht, K93.11: Polz 2007, fig. 332. The raised labels are also present on stela fragment Vienna ÁS 9226 (provenance unknown), which has been dated by Hüttnner, Sätzinger 1999, p. 142-144, to the time of Amenhotep III. It might actually date to the late 18th Dynasty.

\textsuperscript{118} These are the symbols of authority, referring to his role in ruling bureaucracy. The same combination of symbols form the determinative of the word for “official” (\textit{sr}, Gardiner A21): Robins 2008, p. 211.

\textsuperscript{119} Staehelin 1982, col. 52-53. Compare e.g. Meryt, assuming the same pose as Inehyt, standing behind her husband, Maya: \textit{LD} III, pl. 240a; G.T. Martin 2012, scene [30], pl. 25. A relief block of unknown provenance (Hannover, Museum August Kestner 1935.200.182, probably Saqqara) depicts an anonymous man, arms raised in adoration. His wife stands behind him, right arm raised, holding a sistrum and \textit{menat} in her left hand (G.T. Martin 1987, p. 36 [88], pl. 34, 53). For a similar composition at Thebes, see TT 41: Amenemope and Nodjmet (temp. Horemheb-Seti I, Assmann 1991, scene [40], pl. XXXVb, 29).

\textsuperscript{120} Compare Maya: G.T. Martin 2012, scene [1-2], pl. 8, 78; scene [30], pl. 24, 90; General Amenemone, Hannover, Museum August Kestner 1935.200.186: Djuževa 2000, p. 97 [Dok. 17]; Drenkhahn 1989, fig. 33.

\textsuperscript{121} Compare e.g. to Meryt in the tomb of Maya: G.T. Martin 2012 scene [30], pl. 25.
The scene in the doorway of Ptahmose and Inehyt contains some features for which only few parallels can be found in the tombs of other New Kingdom officials buried in the Memphite necropolis.

1. Naturalistic Representation of Two Feet

Human figures in Egyptian art are commonly represented with two similar feet, as if both are viewed from the inside. A differentiation between far and near foot is exceptional, and is more commonly used for royals than for private people. Both Ptahmose (wearing sandals) and his wife (barefoot) are provided with two different views of their feet. Only a limited number of similar representations can be identified at Saqqara.

Two parallels are presented by the djed-pillars of Ptahmose (Leiden AP 51a, d). Note that the two other pillars present him with two identical feet.

In the cemetery south of the Unas causeway, a further three parallels can be identified. In the tomb of the Director of the harim, Pay, no less than three scenes depict the deceased with a naturalistic presentation of his feet. In two scenes, Pay is seated on a chair while his feet are positioned side by side and therefore only the near foot is visible. The third scene bears more resemblance to that of Ptahmose.

In the Teti pyramid cemetery, “two feet” are attested only in the tomb of the Chief goldsmith Amenemone. It should be added that he is depicted exclusively barefoot.

The depiction of two different feet in Theban private tombs of the New Kingdom is similarly uncommon, although examples are more numerous compared to Saqqara. At Saqqara this

---

122 See Russmann 1980. Russmann concludes that the differentiation between near and far foot started during the reign of Thutmose IV (first in paint, later in relief), initially only to represent female servants and female members of the family. Its exclusive use for members of the royal family during the Amarna period continued into the reign of Tutankhamun. However, Raven (2005, p. 54-55) noted that private individuals could be represented accordingly prior to the reign of Ay, as did Pay, a contemporary of Tutankhamun, in his tomb at Saqqara.

123 Only feet depicted in a side-view, positioned flat on the surface, are taken into consideration. This excludes representations of the underside of a foot (e.g. Paatenemheb, Leiden AMT 1-32: Boeser 1911, pl. III; Mery-Neith: Raven, Van Walsem 2014, scene 30, kneeling female figure, north wall of court, east end; Horemheb: G.T. Martin 1989, scene 110b, pl. 130, kneeling female figure, south thickness of doorway to central chapel, and the representation of toes for kneeling figures (e.g. Zivie 2009, pl. 26-27).

124 This number excludes relief fragment SAK 2009-R13 (unpublished), found by the Leiden-expedition in (but not necessarily belonging to) the Rameside chapel of the wbj n(t) hkt n(y) Ptḥ, “wab-priest of the front of Ptḥ”, called Khay II (nr. 2009/6), located immediately due south of the first court of the tomb of Horemheb. The relief contains the near foot of a seated male (?) figure and two smaller feet (non distinct) approaching the seated figure. I thank Maarten Raven for information on its provenance and Peter Jan Bomhof for a photograph. For a preliminary report on the excavation of the 2009 season, see: Raven et al. 2010, p. 5-24 (Khay II; p. 6-9).

125 1) Raven 2005, scene [35], p. 30, pl. 36-37, west wall of inner court, between central and south chapel. Only the lower part of the scene is preserved; 2) Raven 2005, scene [50], p. 36, pl. 54-55, antechapel, north wall. Again, only the lower part of the wall is preserved.

126 Raven 2005, p. 35-36 [49], pl. 50-51, antechapel, north screen wall, east face.

127 1) Ockinga 2004, scene [10], pl. 18, 65 (Cairo TN 29.6.24.8), south chapel: tomb owner and wife standing, only lower part preserved; 2) Ockinga 2004, scene [11], pl. 19, 66 (Cairo TN 27.6.24.2), south chapel: tomb owner sitting on a chair and a woman sitting on a pillow, besides the chair; 3) Ockinga 2004, scene [12], pl. 20 (Cairo TN 17.6.25.1), portico, tomb owner depicted; 4) Ockinga 2004, scene [14], pl. 23, portico, tomb owner sitting on a chair, approached by offering bearers.

128 These tombs include, but are not necessarily limited to: TT 31, Khons (temp. Ramesses II; Davies 1948, pl. XI; figure of the owner); TT 41, Amenemope (temp. Horemheb-Seti I; Assmann 1991, pl. 13 [4], 25 [34], 26 [35-6], 27 [37], 60 [141]; Hofmann 2004, pl. III, 8, all figures of the owner); TT 51, Usherhat.
A naturalistic representation of two feet, as attested in the corpus of New Kingdom tombs at Saqqara. Asterisks indicate royal figures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Tomb</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Feet</th>
<th>Sandals</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ḫmn-m-int</td>
<td>Ṭeti Pyr. (Loret no. 2)</td>
<td>ḫr.y nbw.w n(w) nb ḳw ṭȝ.wy</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>D. 18 (Tut)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pȝy</td>
<td>Unas, south (LS 28)</td>
<td>ṭmy-r Ḫpt-nsw n(y) nb ḳw ṭȝ.wy / n(y) mn-nfr</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>D. 18 (Tut-Hor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb-h-ms</td>
<td>Unas, south</td>
<td>ḫt.y’ ṭw n(y) nbw-ḥḥ</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>D. 19, early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M♩sockopt</td>
<td>Bubastieion (I.20)</td>
<td>mn’t nsw.(t) ldt nb ḳw ṭȝ.wy</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>D. 18 (Tut)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ḥr-m-hb*</td>
<td>Unas, south</td>
<td>ḫmy-r ṭw-r mn’s n(y) nb ḳw ṭȝ.wy</td>
<td>♂</td>
<td>♀</td>
<td>D. 18 (Tut)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Naturalistic representation of two feet, as attested in the corpus of New Kingdom tombs at Saqqara. Asterisks indicate royal figures.

(temp. Seti I, Userhat and his wife and mother, sitting; and two women standing behind Userhat, adoring Osiris: Davies 1927, p. 6-9, frontispiece, pl. V-VII, IX, XA; Wilkinson, Hill 1983, fig. 39; Hofmann 2004, fig. 18); TT 65, Nebamun; usurped by Imiseba (temp. Hatshepsut and Ramesses IX, Imiseba and relatives: unpublished tracings of Norman and Nina de Garis Davies at the Griffith Institute, Oxford, accessed 25.03.2013, http://www.griffith.ox.ac.uk/gril/4TT65_intro.html); TT 111, Amonuwakhsu (temp. Ramesses II, second half, figure of the tomb owner: Hofmann 2004, pl. VIII, 21); TT 217, Ipyuy (temp. Ramesses II, first half; Davies 1927, pl. 23 (tomb owner and wife), 24 (wife only; tomb owner with two similar feet), 25 (deceased couple and their son acting as a priest; their daughter represented with two similar feet); TT 271, Nai (temp. Ay, the tomb owner and his wife seated before an offering table: Habachi, Anu 1977, pl. III; Hofmann 2004, fig. 17); TT 278, Amenemhab (late D. 19, tomb owner and wife, seated in front of a tree goddess: Vandier 1954, p. 32); TT 324, Hayati (‘post-Amarna’: Hofmann 2004, p. 18-20); Davies 1948, pl. XXXIII (tomb owner and wife, twice), XXXIV (tomb owner and wife), XXXVI (only tomb owner, twice); TT 331, Pa-en-niut/Penre (temp. Ramesses II, first half; Kapp 1996, p. 577; Davies 1948, pl. XXXVII (tomb owner), XXXVIII (female figure); TT 341, Nakht-Amun (D. 20, various representations, including the tomb owner, his wife(?) and son: Davies 1948, pl. XXIV-XXVII). In addition, Russmann 1980, p. 77 (with bibliographical references), lists seven examples from Theban private tombs of the pre-Amarna period: TT 8 (temp. Amenemope), Kha; TT 38, Djeserkaraseneb; TT 69, Menna (Amenhotep III); TT 78, Horemheb; TT 139, Paiy; TT 181, Nebamun and Ipuky (fragments BM EA 37977/37986).

129 Zivy 2009, pl. 21, 52. A comparable scene can be observed in the Theban tomb of Qenamun (TT 93), depicting the future king Amenemope II seated on the lap of Amenemope, although with two similar feet (Zivy 2009, p. 99, fig. 4).

130 1) G.T. Martin 1989, p. 94-97 [76], pl. 112 (Leiden H.III.8SSS: Boeser 1911, p. 6-7, pl. XXIII), and 2) G.T. Martin 1989, p. 87-92 [72], pl. 108.)
2. Double Staff

In the doorway, the standing Ptahmose is equipped with the regalia that mark his high status. In his left hand he holds a *sḫm* sceptre\(^1\) in combination with a folded “handkerchief” or “napkin”.\(^2\) As early as the Old Kingdom, the napkin is associated with high officials. From the Amarna period onwards it appears as a long, folded cloth that is often pleated and fringed at one end.\(^3\) Ptahmose’s napkin appears to be neither pleated nor fringed.

In his right hand Ptahmose holds two full-size staffs of different type. One staff has a forked end, the other ends straight. There can be little doubt that the bifurcated staff represents the *wȝs*-sceptre.\(^4\) The second staff can be undoubtedly identified as the so-called staff-of-office, or *mdw*, characteristically held by high ranking officials.\(^5\) The *wȝs*-sceptre is associated primarily with deities and only rarely held by common people.\(^6\) If indeed an official is attested with a *wȝs*-sceptre, it is almost without exception in combination with a staff-of-office.

The corpus of Memphite New Kingdom reliefs includes another twelve such examples from ten individual tombs (table 2): Maya (3 scenes),\(^7\) Mery-Neith,\(^8\) Horemheb,\(^9\) Raia,\(^10\) Paatenemheb,\(^11\) Mery-Sekhmet,\(^12\) Ptahmose,\(^13\) Ramessesnakht,\(^14\) a relief block

---

\(^1\) Also commonly referred to as *ḥpr*:

Barta 1984, col. 772-776.

\(^2\) He holds the same sceptre-and-napkin combination in relief Florence 2537 (lower register; napkin without fringed end). Cairo JE 4874 (long end of napkin fringed: fig. 3), and Cairo TN 25.6.24.6 (short end of napkin fringed).

\(^3\) Pasquali, Gessler-Löhr 2011, p. 293 with n. 68-72. The traditional short, cord-like napkin started to be replaced by this longer form during the reign of Amenhotep III.

\(^4\) See K. Martin 1986, col. 1152-1154; p. 6. The words *ḥpr*, *ḏḥm* and *ḥpr*, all designate the same staff: \(^\circ\) (Gardiner S42).

\(^5\) For the symbolism of the *wȝs*-sceptre, see: Westendorf 1966, p. 207-208.

\(^6\) According to Gordon and Schwabe (Gordon, Schwabe 2004, p. 138-145), the *wȝs* and *Dʿm* originated from a dried bull’s penis. In the tomb of Neferhotep (TT 49; Davies 1933, pl. XLVII, below), a servant, standing behind his superior, is depicted holding a long stick with bifurcated lower end; the upper part ends straight. Its length is too long to be used as a staff, and must have had a different function. The same staff is held by two servants bringing supplies (contained in baskets) to the temple: Davies 1933, pl. XLV (inner room, north wall, below, left). For the lower fragment of a wooden, bifurcated staff found in the tomb of Amenemope (TT 41, see Assmann 1991, p. 242 [179], pl. LXXIIa-c.

\(^7\) Ptahmose is shown holding this staff only in relief Cairo TN 25.6.24.6 (L.7).


\(^9\) 1) Doorway to chapels B and C; probably from north reveal (Leiden F 1993/8.1: G.T. Martin 2012, p. 26 [18a], pl. 21, 88 [1]); 2) Doorway statue room to inner court, south reveal (LDIII, pl. 240a; G.T. Martin 1991, pl. VIII; G.T. Martin 2012, scene [30], p. 30-31, pl. 24-25, 90 [1]); 3) Doorway statue room to inner court, north reveal (LDIII, pl. 240d [now lost]; G.T. Martin 2012, scene [30], p. 30, pl. 23). Scene 3 from the tomb of Maya, copied by Lepsius in 1843, appears to contain two *wȝs*-sceptres (only the lower parts of the staffs are preserved), which is likely to be an error made by the draughtsperson copying this relief. Compare: G.T. Martin 2012, scene [30].

\(^10\) Raven et al. 2001-2002, fig. 1; Van Walsem 2001, fig. 3; Raven, Van Walsem 2014, scene [29]. The scene is located on the north wall of the courtyard and depicts the statues of Mery-Neith and his wife Anuy, positioned on a sledge, and facing left (west).
of an anonymous official, a block of an anonymous vizier, and on a relief of unknown provenance and ownership. Note that in the representation of Raia, the lower part of the staff-of-office overlaps the forked staff, while for Pahtmose, Paatenemheb, Mery-Neith, Maya and Horemheb this is the other way round. In the tomb of the Chief goldsmith Amenemone, the double staff is held by the figure of the deified king Menkauhor. Further scenes in the tombs of Pay (and Raia) and Maya contain a double-staff combination of two identical staffs-of-office, while a scene from the tomb of the General Amenemone contains two staffs of which neither top nor bottom are preserved.

At Thebes, the double staff (wṣ and mdw) is found in the tombs of Viceroy Amenhotep Huy (TT 40), Ibi (TT 36), Basa (TT 389), and the Mayor Paser at Medinet Habu. In the tomb of Amenemhat (TT 82), an offering bearer is depicted while carrying a chest with loin-cloths, vulture pectorals, bracelets, etc., while also holding a ḫm-sceptre, and another man carries a vessel stand with vessels, while holding a wṣ-sceptre. These objects

---

145 Ibrahim Aly 1998, p. 221 [4], pl. 22d: the block was found during restoration work near the chapel of the South Tomb in the Djoser complex at Saqqara, and may derive from the area around the Unas causeway, where it was removed during previous excavations. The block is now in Saqqara Magazine No. 4. The seated tomb owner can be seen holding the ḫm-sceptre and double staff. The decoration in the lower area of the block has vanished, while the scene breaks off at the upper edge of the block. It is not clear, therefore, which staff combination is depicted here. It is possible that traces of the stylised animal head, to indicate the wṣ-sceptre, are visible. Part of his title is visible: n ḫw.t n bʃf. This can be indicative of the Mayor Amenhotep Huy, who held the title imy-pr m t ḫw nbʃf, “Steward in the temple of His Lord”. During the restoration work another block from his tomb was found (Ibrahim Aly 1998, p. 222-223 [6], pl. 23b), which has the same thickness (21 cm).

146 Stockholm, Medelhavsmuseet NME 26: PM III1, 761; Lieblein 1868, p. 23 [26]: Mogensen 1919, p. 50-51; Peterson 1974, p. 8-10, fig. 2. The relief fragment (60 × 44 cm) was acquired before 1868 and is of unknown provenance. Parts of two registers are preserved. In the upper register, the feet of a seated man are visible on the right, the base of an offering table in the centre, and a rectangular base and the lower part of the double staff on the left. In the lower register, a Scribe of the room of gifts of Pharaoh I. p.h. (š n ḫw.t ḫm-t pr.wy-2 ēw-ṣ (wṣ-sceptre) named Kʿ-m-sw(w)-nḥt n(y) Mn-nfr presents incense to the seated deceased couple: a man wearing the typical vizier’s garment and his wife, both without name and title. The same vizier possibly holds the double staff in the upper register. As the Vizier is not indicated by name, the block possibly belonged to an official (Ramessenasnakht?) who included a representation of the Vizier in his tomb. Note that the tomb of the Vizier of the North (Pa-)Rahotep (temp. Ramesses II, 2nd to 6th decade) is located at Sedment (Cemetery B, tomb 201), and the location of the tombs of Nebamun (temp. Horemheb-Ramesses II) and Fr[l-…] (6th decade?) are as yet unknown (Raeådler 2004, with tables 1, 2). Referenpet, Vizier of the South and High Priest of Ptah at Memphis (Ramesses II, end 6th decade) had a tomb at Saqqara (ST 101: Tawfik 1991, 404, fig. 1, pl. 56, 57a).

147 Relief Linköping, Stifts- och Landsbibliothek: G.T. Martin 1987, p. 19 [38], pl. 13; PM II1, p. 759. The name of the deceased is partly preserved, concluding with a “bird sign”, while a second name ends with ḫy, and his titles include that of ḫw, “Royal scribe”. His wife is called Ty and has the titles imy-tw n(y) nb t nḥt. “Songstress of the Lady of the Sycamore” (i.e. Hathor).

148 Three scenes: 1) associated with Pay: Raven 2005, scene [49], p. 35-36, pl. 50-51, antechapel, north screen wall, east face (lower part of scene preserved); 2 and 3) Pay or Raia, fragmentarily preserved scenes: Raven 2005, scene [51], p. 36, pl. 52-53, sanctuary, south screen wall, west face; Raven 2005, scene [57], p. 48-59, pl. 53-54, sanctuary, north screen wall, west face.

149 G.T. Martin 2012, scene [20], pl. 21, 88,2 (= Frankfurt, Liebieghaus St. R. P 435).

150 On relief Louvre B8 of the General Amenemone: Vandier 1973, p. 28, pl. XI[2]; Djuževa 2000, p. 87, Dok. 12, pl. 3.

151 Davies 1926, pl. 55: one wall, four scenes: half-sized sceptres, being one double staff (right, second scene from above, while a Lector priest “makes purification with bowls of water”) and three wṣ sceptres.

152 Kuhlmann, Schenkel 1983, scene [17], pl. 29 and scene [148], pl. 61. Note that the double staff continues only as wṣ-sceptre above the hand of the tomb owner.

153 Assmann 1973, II, scene 6, T. 23, pl. IX. Note that both staffs have a forked end.


155 Steward of reckoning grain of Amun; 18th Dynasty, temp. Harshepsut-Thutmose III: Davies, Gardiner 1915, p. 49-50, pl. XI (passage, south wall, upper register).
are destined for the tomb of Amenemhat. Other examples worth mentioning are P. Louvre N 3092 of Neferwebenef, vignette with Book of the Dead Chapter 110,157 and the vignette with BD Chapter 110 of Yuya, father-in-law of Amenhotep III, overseeing activities in the Fields of Iaru, while two attendants bring offerings, including a libation.158 The deceased owner of the papyrus is depicted holding a wȝs-sceptre and ʿnh-sign. In the Memphite tomb of Horemheb, the upper register of the scene representing the Fields of Iaru depicts one attendant presenting two staffs to Horemheb: one wȝs and one mdw staff.159 A second attendant libates. It is interesting to note that the fields of Iaru are included on the east wall, south side, of the chapel of Paatenemheb, and that the tomb owner, facing right (south), receives the double staff from his attendant on the same wall, north side, which is on the opposite side across the doorway.160 The staff thus marks the deceased’s newly acquired status of life after death, as Norman de Garis Davies already noted in relation to the scenes in the tomb of the Viceroy Huy: “[…] his attainment of sepulchral beatitude is marked by the wȝs-sceptre ( ) which in some cases he holds.”161 This is enhanced further by the description associated with a scene in the tomb of Maya. This text indicates that Maya enters his tomb, a place where the god receives his offerings, “being given a staff” (see infra).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Tomb</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ḫmn-m-int*</td>
<td>Teti Py. (Loret no. 2)</td>
<td>ḫr.y nhw:w n(y) nb tȝ.wy</td>
<td>D. 18 (Tut)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ḫmn-m-int</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>im.y-r mšʿ wr n(y) nb tȝ.wy</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pȝ-ỉtn-m-bb</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>ḫw2 nsw w/b ḫ.wy</td>
<td>D. 18 late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pȝy</td>
<td>Unas, south (LS 28)</td>
<td>ḫ.ȝty-ʿ wr n(y) inbw-hd</td>
<td>D. 19, early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pbḥ-mṣ</td>
<td>Unas, south</td>
<td>ur-hrp-bmuw.w</td>
<td>D. 18 (A III)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mȝȝ</td>
<td>Unas, south (LS 27)</td>
<td>imy-r pr.w-hd.(w)</td>
<td>D. 18, late(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mȝȝ-Nm / Mrȝ-Ṛ</td>
<td>Unas, south (H9)</td>
<td>imy-r pr n(y) ḫm [in Mȝ-nfr]</td>
<td>D. 18 (Akh-Tut)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrȝ-Shȝm.t</td>
<td>Babastieion (I.5)</td>
<td>imy-r ḫwȝty n(y) nb tȝ.wy</td>
<td>D. 18, late; D. 19, early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>šl nswt ///</td>
<td>D. 18early 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>Unas, south?</td>
<td>ḫm hwt nbfr ///</td>
<td>D. 19, R.II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>im.y-r niwt tpy (?)</td>
<td>D. 19, R.II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ṛ-LṚ</td>
<td>Unas, south (LS 28)</td>
<td>imy-r ḫpt-nsw n(y) (pr-hr.t m) Mȝ-nfr</td>
<td>D. 18/early 19 (Hor-Seti I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ṛ-mi-su-nȝt</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>im.y-r ṃt</td>
<td>D. 19 (R.II, first part)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Depictions of the tomb owner holding the double staff, as attested in the corpus of New Kingdom tombs at Saqqara. Asterisk indicates royal figures.

158 Davis 1907, pl. XI; Davis 1908, p. 15-16, pl. XVIII. For the Fields of Iaru (sȝt īȝrw), see Leclant 1975, col. 1156-1160. The Fields are always localised in the East and have associations with Re.
159 G.T. Martin 1989, scene [117], p. 123, pl. 137. Note that these men are standing “on top of” the outer canal and are therefore standing somewhere beyond the fields.
160 For the Fields of Iaru in the chapel of Paatenemheb, see: Boeser 1911, pl. XII (Leiden AMT 1-35).
161 Davies 1926, p. 31.
3. Garments

In the doorway, Ptahmose wears a composite garment. It consists of a “bag tunic” with outward flaring ample pleated “sleeves” and “skirt” reaching to the ankles, in combination with a sash kilt wrapped around the buttocks and tied in front, resulting in a short “apron”. A knot is usually visible in front, which here appears to be absent. The lower part of the short apron, which is formed by the fringed end of the sash kilt, appears to be smooth. The outer contour lines of the sleeves naturalistically take the form of the arms. The outlines of the right leg are clearly visible underneath the fabric. Garments of comparable type are fairly common at Saqqara, typically worn by officials from the post-Amarna period onwards.

Over his shirt, Ptahmose wears a simple *šbyw*-collar without clear visible evidence of the Gold of Honour, with which he is decorated in several representations from his tomb. If indeed the *šbyw*-collar is absent, one could hypothesize that this doorway was decorated at a (relatively) early stage of his career. Otherwise, he would certainly have included it.

The image of Inehyt is not fully visible. Nevertheless, one is able to discern her ankle-length pleated robe. The now lost representation of Meryt in the tomb of Maya probably offered a close parallel, as does Nodjmet in the tomb of Amenemope (TT 41).

4. Position of the Wife’s Right Hand

The co-occurrence of a male tomb owner and his wife in one scene is widely attested in the private tombs of the New Kingdom. Couples can be represented either seated or standing. Without exception, the male tomb owner is positioned in front of his wife. The wife usually

---

162 After Pasquali, Gessler-Löhr 2011, p. 392, fig. 1 (Ipy); cf. Freed 1982, p. 171-172. See also Hofmann 2004, p. 168-169 (nr. 16, 18); Vogelsang-Eastwood 1993, p. 150-154 (bag tunics). The short “apron” is paralleled most often in the period between the end of the Amarna period and the early reign of Ramesses II (Van Dijk 1989, p. 52), but, as Van Walsem (personal communication) points out, occurs as early as the reign of Amenхотep III (e.g. Russmann 1989, fig. 47: double standing statuette of Khaemwaset and his wife Menena from Bubastis, Cairo JE 87911; Russmann 1989, fig. 48: ebony statue of Tjay from Saqqara, Cairo JE 33255) and Akhenaten (Memphite tomb of Mery-Neith, tomb reliefs and statue Cairo JE 99076: Raven, Van Walsem 2014).


165 Gessler-Löhr, in Pasquali, Gessler-Löhr 2011, p. 292-293 (with n. 66 on chronological implications pre/post-Amarna period, with the latter having longer and wider sleeves flaring outward and with many more pleats). Compare Hofmann 2004, p. 168-169, nos. 16 and 18 (found at Saqqara already during the early post-Amarna period; in Theban tombs from the reign of Ramesses II onwards). Ptahmose wears the garment on his own monuments: I.1-2, I.4-7, III.5. Only on the *djet*-pillars (III.1-4) the bald-headed Ptahmose wears a distinctly different garment (cf. Hofmann 2004, table on p. 167-168 (nr. 15)).

166 To the left of the lower part of his wig, faint traces of what might be interpreted as the *šbyw*-collar can be observed. Scenes of Ptahmose decorated with the *šbyw*-collar: I.7, I.8, I.11, II.18 (two-row collar); III.3-4 (four collars of four strands). The two-row *šbyw*-collar is most commonly attested for officials decorated with the Gold of Honour: 187 out of 238 attestations during the New Kingdom (Binder 2008, p. 211). The majority of his monuments show Ptahmose without the *šbyw*.

167 Also Pasquali, Gessler-Löhr 2011, p. 292: monuments of the Chief steward Ipy, son of Amenhotep Huy. According to Binder (Binder 2008, p. 219), a direct relation between the variation in the number of rows of a single collar, or the varying combinations of the *šbyw*, and hierarchy within the practice of rewarding cannot be determined with certainty.

168 Maya: LD III, pl. 240a; G. T. Martin 2012, scene [30], pl. 25; Amenemope: Assmann 1991, scene [40], pl. XXXVb, 29, doorway to transverse hall, south reveal.
embraces her husband or holds his arm. At least six different embraces can be distinguished within this corpus at Memphis:

1. One hand positioned on the sleeve of the husband's upper arm; embracing him with the other arm, the hand appearing on the husband's shoulder or chest.

2. Raising one hand, embracing the husband with the other, the hand appearing on the man's shoulder.

3. Holding her husband's arm with one hand, the other disappearing behind his back.

4. Holding attributes (e.g. flowers) in one hand, and embracing the husband with the other arm, the hand appearing at his shoulder or chest.

5. Holding an attribute in one hand, the other arm between his arm and torso, resting her hand on his lower arm.

6. Holding an attribute in one hand, while grasping the upper arm of the husband, positioning her hand between his arm and torso.

Position nr. 6 is demonstrated by Inehyt in the Devéria photograph. With just six parallels in six private tombs at Saqqara, this is a very uncommon position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Tomb</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iµn-m-ỉnt</td>
<td>Unas, south (ST 101)</td>
<td>im.y-r pr.wy-bd n(y) nb tȝ.wy</td>
<td>D. 19 (R II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ptb-ms</td>
<td>Unas, south</td>
<td>hȝ.ty-ʿ wr n(y) inw.w-bd</td>
<td>D. 19, early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M[s]</td>
<td>Unas, south (LS 27)</td>
<td>im.y-r pr.w-bd(u)</td>
<td>D. 18 (Tut-Hor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M’y-nY / M’y-R’</td>
<td>Unas, south (H9)</td>
<td>imy-r pr.w n(y) Im [m M-n-fr]</td>
<td>D. 18 (Akh-Tut)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M’y-Shm.t</td>
<td>Bubasticiion (I.5)</td>
<td>imy-r imw.ty n(y) nb tȝ.wy</td>
<td>D. 18, late; D. 19, early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>D. 18, late</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Wife of tomb owner embracing her husband, holding him by the upper arm (embrace nr. 6), as attested in the corpus of New Kingdom tombs at Saqqara.

169 E.g. Nebansu (Cairo JE 33107/CG 34055: Lacau 1909-1916, p. 98-99, pl. XXXIII; Gessler-Löhr 2007a, p. 72-73, pl. 7; D. 18, temp. Amenhotep III); Horemheb (G.T. Martin 1989, pl. 58 [lower]; D. 18, late); Paser (stela BM 165: G.T. Martin 1985, pl. 9; D. 19, temp. Ramesses II); Mose (Gaballa 1977, pl. XIia; temp. Ramesses II); Hori (Neuchâtel, musée d’Ethnographie 428: Mâlek 1988, pl. XX; D. 20, temp. Ramesses III/IV).


171 E.g. Pay (Raven 2005, scene [16], pl. 26, 30, 158; D. 18, late); Maatmenet (Raven 2001-2002, pl. 29 [20]; stela from tomb of Ramose; D. 19); Hori (stela Leiden AP 50 [V. 57]; Boeser 1913, p. 9 [30], pl. XX; Raven, Staring 2007, fig. on p. 10, p. 180, cat. 158; D. 19).

172 E.g. stela of Nehy (Raven 2005, scene [82], pl. 82; D. 18, late/D. 19, early).

173 E.g. Chief goldsmith Amenemone (stela Cairo TN 10.6.24.8: Ockinga 2004, scene [1], pl. 5, 55; D. 18, late); Amenmena (stela Berlin 7320; Gessler-Löhr 2007a, pl. 7; D. 18, Thutmose IV-Amenhotep III).


176 One parallel at Thebes is presented in the tomb of the Vizier Ramose (TT 50, temp. Amenhotep III-Akhenaten). Two scenes present Ramose and Meryt-Ptah seated before an offering table. These would be the earliest representations of this position, at Thebes. See Davies 1941, pl. XII, XX. The same position of the hand can be observed in the 20th Dynasty tomb of Nakhr-Amun (TT 341), inner room, east and south walls, both registers, each depicting Nakhr-Amun and his wife Kemen, seated: Davies 1948, pl. XXVIII.
These gestures all differ slightly in their detail of execution. The earliest representation, in the tomb of Mery-Neith, shows Anuy placing her hand slightly below the armpit of her husband. All fingers are on his sleeve (fig. 5). The possibly contemporary relief of an anonymous official shows his wife grasping his husband’s arm somewhere between his elbow and wrist: four fingers clasp the arm and the thumb is positioned upwards.

In the tomb of Mery-Sekhmet (Bubastieion I.5), Iwy stands behind her husband while grasping him by his upper arm, directly under his armpit (fig. 6). The fingers are positioned on his sleeve, thumb upwards.

One of the scenes from the tomb of Maya indicates a similar position for the hand of Meryt, fingers on the sleeve of Maya, thumb up. As opposed to the previous examples, the couple is represented while seated. In the third scene from the tomb of Maya (standing), the position of the wife’s hand differs (fig. 7). The right hand of Meryt rests on the tomb owner’s bare arm and only her thumb and partially her index finger rest on her husband’s pleated sleeve.

Another representation, from the reign of Ramesses II and possibly of later date than Ptahmose, is that of the Overseer of the Treasury Amenemone (tomb ST 101). A relief from the central chapel of his tomb show him and his wife, the Chantress of Bastet Mry.t-Ptḥ, seated in front of an offering table. Meryt-Ptah is seated “behind” her husband. She holds a large sistrum and lotus stems in her right hand, and grasps Amenemone by his upper arm, nearly under his armpit.

This specific iconographic feature is attested briefly during the late 18th Dynasty: reign of Tutankhamun to Horemheb. The example of Ptahmose is a relatively “late” attestation at the beginning of the 19th Dynasty.

Inehyt, wife of Ptahmose, grasps her husband with her right hand by his left upper arm. While doing so, her hand appears to be piercing through Ptahmose’s pleated sleeve. This “incorrect” rendering is somewhat reminiscent of that on a family stela of the Scribe of the treasury of the Perfet God, Huy, and a relief fragment from the Memphite tomb of the Chief of goldworkers of the temple of Men-Maat-Re (Seti I), Sayempetref. On the stela, three women are depicted seated behind their respective husbands. Their hands appear to

---

177 Raven et al. 2001-2002, fig. 1; Van Walsem 2001, fig. 3; Raven, Van Walsem 2014, scene [29]. Note: these are the representations of statues of Mery-Neith and Anuy, standing on a sledge.
178 Chicago, Field Museum 31289; G.T. Martin 1987, p. 11, pl. 5, 42 (provenance unknown; possibly Saqqara).
179 Zivie 2000, fig. 5 (raised relief). Location tomb Bubastieion I.5: Zivie 2012, fig. 2.
180 1) G.T. Martin 2012, scene [30], pl. 24 (2) G.T. Martin 2012, scene [20], pl. 21, 88(2) (Liebieghaus St. P. 425), probably south thickness of doorway between first court and statue room.
182 Gohary 1991b, pl. 36 (panel 2).
183 While Zivie dates Mery-Sekhmet to the late 18th Dynasty, he may have lived well into the early 19th Dynasty (cf. Binder 2008, p. 315 [112]).
184 Stela Leiden AP 8 (V 26), ex-coll. d’Anastasi 1828, early 19th Dynasty: Boeser 1913, p. 4 [12], pl. III. The stela is of unknown provenance (possibly Abydos).
185 N. 175, supra. Title: hry nh.w n ȝr hnt Mn-Mȝʿ.t-Rʿ. Also compare to the rendering of the backrest of the chair on which Ipy is sitting. The outlines of that backrest are visible through the seated tomb owner’s sleeve (relief in private collection: Pasquali, Gessler-Löhr 2011, p. 292 with n. 58, fig. 1).
186 These couples are: the parents of Huy, the Royal scribe and Overseer of the double granary, Siese, and his wife, the Songstress of Atum, T entiu-net (second register); Huy and his wife, the Lady of the house and Songstress of Atum, Mutnofret (third register); the Overseer of cattle, Mahu, and his wife, the Lady of the house Tasennef-eret (fifth register). The women almost seem to be “squeezing” the thin arms of their husbands. The same can be observed e.g. on the stela of Khaemipet.
be piercing through their husbands’ sleeves, and the artist even coloured their arm throughout, whereas these are actually situated behind the male’s arm, and therefore not visible. On the relief fragment of Sayempetref, Neshay and her husband are depicted while seated, facing left. Sayempetref has lowered his left arm, holding a hrp-sceptre and a folded napkin. Neshay rests her right hand on her husband’s left arm. The artist attempted to naturalistically render her arm behind Sayempetref’s sleeve, which takes the form of her arm. This results in a rather unusual representation, where the wife’s arm almost appears to be piercing through the elbow-length pleated sleeve of Sayempetref.

To sum up, the specific iconographic details observed in the relief of Ptahmose, visible on the reveal of the doorway photographed by Devéria, have few parallels in the corpus of New Kingdom tombs at Saqqara. The naturalistic representation of two feet is observed only in reliefs dated to the late 18th Dynasty, Tutankhamun to Horemheb.

The double staff is more common, but restricted to holders of the highest offices. In tomb iconography at Saqqara, the double staff is attested from the reign of Amenhotep III to the early reign of Ramesses II, with a peak in the late 18th Dynasty.

The most distinguishing feature is the position of the wife’s hand. It appears in the immediate post-Amarna period to the early 19th Dynasty and is observed in only six tombs.

When considering all parallels, there are two scenes that present a direct parallel for the composition of a standing tomb owner holding the double staff and the “lettuce” and sḫm sceptre, accompanied by his wife who grasps her husband by his arm below his armpit. These scenes are from the tombs of Maya and Mery-Sekhmet (fig. 6-7). Both tombs were probably constructed around the same time. The composition of these scenes is identical and they have the additional smaller-scale figure in common. This composition may have developed from earlier scenes such as those observed in the tomb of Mery-Neith. The contents of the associated texts differ. Maya’s scene is positioned on the south reveal of the doorway leading from the statue room towards the inner courtyard, orientated towards the west. The scene in Mery-Sekhmet’s tomb decorates the chapel of his rock-cut tomb, orientated towards the south.

**Location of the Devéria doorway**

In view of the position of the sun, and assuming the usual east-west orientation of the tomb in question, the doorway photographed by Devéria must have been represented from the south-east. The doorway opens into a wide-open space. That space is confined by a mudbrick...
wall, the top of which can be discerned in the sand slope in the background. The doorway is narrowed by the doorjamb at the near (east) end, whereas the far (west) end is wider. The doorway might have originally been narrowed on both sides, implying an additional doorjamb is missing on the far-end. The limestone blocks placed at a right angle to the doorjamb facing the observer form an important clue to determining where exactly the photograph was taken. These appear to be part of stone platforms similar to those observed in the tombs of Maya and Horemheb. The west end of their statue rooms – an architectural space attested at Saqqara only in these tombs – contain stone platforms that used to accommodate statues.

As the reveal visible in the Devéria doorway should be situated on the north wall, Ptahmose and Inehyt are observed entering their tomb. The vertical inscription in front of the standing tomb owner (supra, I.13) confirms that hypothesis. The passage “Welcome to the west, may you unite with your place of eternity, your tomb of everlastingness […]” indicates that this scene graphically represents the arrival of the couple at their tomb, on their way to the central cult-chapel located in the west. There is one close parallel for this passage, which is again found in Maya’s tomb. The vertical inscription immediately in front of the standing figure (fig. 7) reads: “Leaving his house for his tomb where the god receives his offerings (?)”. This text makes explicitly clear that Maya and Meryt leave the world of the living and enter their tomb, which is a movement in a westward direction. That movement is graphically emphasized by the figures’ orientation. I would like to propose a similar architectural setting for the Devéria doorway: the passage between the statue room and inner courtyard. The main scene would be on the north reveal showing the couple entering the inner sanctum of their funerary monument (fig. 8). The reveals appertaining to the doorway in the tomb of Maya have one broad column of deeply incised hieroglyphs with the titles and name of this official, which is similar to the Devéria doorway. The question of what was depicted on the south reveal of this doorway remains open.

191 Horemheb: G.T. MARTIN 1989, pl. 5; Maya: G.T. MARTIN 2012, pl. 1, 70 [2]. Note that small statue platforms are also present at the entrance to the central western chapel of the tomb of Maya: G.T. MARTIN 2012, p. 10, pl. 1, 77.t.
192 Compare e.g. relief Hannover, Museum August Kestner 1935,200.186 (G.T. MARTIN 1987, p. 8–9 [5], pl. 3, Djuževa 2000, p. 82) on stylistic grounds tentatively attributes the block to the tomb of General Amenemone. The text “welcomes” the tomb owner to w-mry, “after a long [life]”. Ipuky of TT 181 (Davies 1925, pl. XVIII, entrance doorway, east thickness) also walks into his tomb, accompanied by a text welcoming him while holding a mdw-staff and sḥm-sceptre.
193 G.T. MARTIN 2012, p. 30, scene [30]. Note that this scene of entering is depicted in the north wall. The same orientation can be observed in the tomb of Tia (Chapel C), where scenes of entering and leaving are represented on the south and north wall of the doorway respectively (Martin 1997, scenes [88], [89], pl. 49–50).
194 Compare the representations on the pillars and pilasters in the transverse hall of the tomb of Paser (TT 106, temp. Seti I-Ramesses II). The spells indicate different movements: to Rosetau, the netherworld (r n ‘q pr.t m ḥtp r r-sṯȝw), to the world of the living (r n pr.t m hrw) and to see his house on earth (r mȝȝ pr⸗f tp-tȝ). Seyfried 1990, p. 345–347, pl. 57ac–d, 58a; PM I, 220 (106).
195 G.T. MARTIN 2012, scenes [31], [32], pl. 25.
Second Dévéri Photograph: the “Mur Rhone”

The five adjoining relief decorated limestone revetment blocks (I.11) that were photographed in situ by Dévéri depict the tomb owner (as Ipȝ, short name for Ptḥ-ms) standing in a papyrus boat (fig. 4). His son, grandson and possibly a daughter or second wife (see below) are with him. The scene may have been inspired by Old Kingdom šš ṣḏ-scenes. On the left, the fragments of two sub-registers are visible: catching birds with a clapnet and fishing with a dragnet. Both activities are situated in the same marsh area. On the right, the lower half of three columns of text, each with different title sequences of Ptahmose, are preserved.

Berlandini already described this remarkable scene in detail. Therefore, only some remarks on the iconography, style and location will be added here.

An Archaising Feature: Fishing and Fowling in the Papyrus Swamp

According to Hoffman, an old motif is used here in order to represent a new and local religious concept: the veneration of Hathor. The rustling of the papyrus suggests a rite connected with the Hathor cult. Hathor depicted as a cow in the marshes can be observed on the stela of the Singer of Ptah, Mentuy. The hilltop monument of Khaemwaset, fourth son of Ramesses II, at Saqqara North provides a parallel for the marsh scene. It depicts Khaemwaset, standing on a papyrus boat, facing a goddess. He presents an offering table, from which fish and lotus flowers hang down. As with the “Mur Rhone”, the boat is surrounded by fish – and a hippopotamus.

The relief representing the slaughtering of cattle as represented on a relief from the tomb of Prince Khaemwaset, is another example of the adaptation of a stylistically Old Kingdom scene in a New Kingdom tomb at Saqqara. 

---

196 Berlandini 1982, p. 88. For a discussion of such scenes in Old Kingdom mastaba tombs, see e.g. Munro 1993, p. 95-118; Altenmüller 2002; Woods 2008. The fragment of a similar scene originates from the tomb of the General Amenemone: Université de Strasbourg, Institut d’Égyptologie 2439A, D. 18, temp. Horemheb (Anonymous 1973, p. 37 [133], fig. 19; Djūževa 2000, p. 77-98, Dok. 13, pl. 3). The location of his Memphite tomb is unknown (cf. PM III², p. 701), but might have been situated in the New Kingdom cemetery north of the pyramid of Teti (LD Texte, I, p. 138: “Einzelne Steine im Dorfe Abusir verbaut”, reliefs Copenhagen, Carlsberg Glyptothek AEIN 714-715; Djūževa 2000, p. 83-84). On the motif as an adaptation of an Old Kingdom scene, see below.

197 The fragment of a block depicting two men pulling ropes, found on the surface above the tomb of Iniuia (excav. nr. R 93-91; Schneider 2012, p. 100 [26d], fig. III.36, “Old Kingdom”) may just as well have formed part of an “archaising” New Kingdom scene. It would match the dragnet scene on the left-hand side of the “Mur Rhone”. A block appropriated for decoration in the tomb of Maya proved to be reused from an Old Kingdom mastaba: part of a dragnet scene is still visible on the side adjacent to the surface re-cut for the image of Maya’s stepmother Henutiunu (G.T. Martin 2012, scene [5], pl. 85).


200 Avignon, musée Calvet A 24 (Saqqara, ex-coll. Perrot 1843; D. 19, temp. Ramesses II, first half): Berlandini-Keller 2011, fig. 4. Mentuy and his wife, the Songstress of Amun, Nefertari, present offerings and a libation to the Hathor cow. Both are separated by an offering table. For an example (possibly) from Thebes, see e.g. Copenhagen, Carlsberg Glyptothek AEIN 1553, stela fragment of Paser, Vizier of Seti I and Ramesses II: Koefoed-Petersen 1948, p. 29, pl. 35.

201 Saito 2006, p. 180-186, fig. V-4-9; Takamiya, Kashiwagi, Yoshimura 2011, p. 408-409, fig. 5.

202 As the block with the upper parts of their bodies is missing, it is not clear who presents and who receives the offerings. The excavators tentatively propose that Khaemwaset presents the offerings (Takamiya, Kashiwagi, Yoshimura 2011, p. 409).

A third example of the archaising use of an Old Kingdom motif in Memphite New Kingdom private tomb decoration, is the agricultural scene from the tomb of the High Priest of Ptah at Memphis, Mery-Ptah. Farmers are depicted on two sub-registers, ploughing with hoes and plow, while Mery-Ptah himself is sowing. The postures and clothing of the farmers are stylistically Old Kingdom, whereas Mery-Ptah is wearing a New Kingdom garment. Comparable archaising agricultural scenes can be observed in the two lower registers of a relief slab from the tomb of Merymery, Mery-Ptah actively participate in the agricultural activities, which an Old Kingdom tomb owner would never do. Instead, he would be overseeing those activities, as is the case with Merymery. In both scenes, dialogues between the farmers are included.

The adaptation of pre-18th Dynasty tomb scenes in Ramesside private tombs is observed more frequently at Saqqara than at Thebes. According to Fr. Hofmann: “Hier (i.e. at Saqqara) leben in Ramessidengräbern Elemente des Alten Reiches wieder auf, ein Vorgang, der sich leicht damit erklären lässt, dass die Künstler an ihren Arbeitsstellen in der Nekropole von Saqqara unmittelbar mit bestem Relief konfrontiert waren, mit den Reliefs der umgebenden Mastabagräber des Alten Reiches”.208

A further interest in the Old Kingdom monuments at Saqqara is exemplified by the New Kingdom visitors’ graffiti written or scratched on their walls and correctly identifying those monuments. At the same time, Old Kingdom mastaba tombs are demolished and their (decorated) limestone blocks are reused as building material in New Kingdom tombs.210

---

204 Badisches Landesmuseum Karlsruhe H.1046 (D. 18, late, Tutankhamun-Horemheb); Gessler-Löhr 2007b, p. 32-51; 54-55, fig. 1.7. For the position of Mery-Ptah in the succession of High Priests of Ptah at Memphis, see Raedler 2011, p. 137 and table 1. Mery-Ptah was also High Priest at Heliopolis. I thank Beatrice Gessler-Löhr for notifying me of this relief and for sending me a copy of her article.


206 Gessler-Löhr 2007b, p. 34, who convincingly rejects the interpretation of Game-Walpert (1983, p. 108-111, with n. 4) of this scene as the Elysian Fields of Iaru (cf. Fields of Iaru in the tomb of Horemheb: G.T. Martin 1989, scene [117], p. 123-124, pl. 137, Bologna, Museo Civico 1888). Instead, she proposes that the artist copied a scene from a nearby Old Kingdom mastaba tomb. Pino (2005, p. 95) noted that the representation of market scenes in New Kingdom tombs at Thebes is unusual (only in TT 57, Khemhab; TT 162, Kenamun; TT 217, Ipu; TT 54, Huy and Kenro, and TT A4), and that it occurred more frequently in tombs of the Old Kingdom, especially at Saqqara. The style of the reliefs at Thebes is however not archaising but genuinely New Kingdom.

207 Hofmann 2004, p. 144-145. The same has been argued by Zivie (2000, p. 178) with reference to the artists responsible for the decoration in the tomb of Mery-Shekmet (Subasticion I.5), where Old Kingdom influence can be detected. For an earlier note, see Mälek 1992, p. 66-67 (“possible adoption of motifs from earlier tombs at Saqqâra”), who concluded “[…] no case of direct relationship between the decoration of New Kingdom chapels at Saqqâra and their predecessors can be demonstrated. The artists who decorated these tombs drew on their own training and knowledge and did not look for their inspiration to the earlier local ‘Memphite’ school of art”.

208 Cf. Navraticlova 2007, p. 134-139, who noted a diachronic development of the graffiti formulae, from predominantly “antiquarian” in the 18th Dynasty to “piety-oriented” in the Ramesside period.

209 See e.g. the dyad of Maya and Meryt found in their tomb, the underside of which bears an Old Kingdom relief (G.T. Martin 2012, scene [59], p. 38-39, pl. 128,2). In the same tomb, an Old Kingdom relief block was re-carved with the scene of Henutiuunu (see n. 197, supra). In shaft 1 of the tomb of Horemheb, Old Kingdom blocks, a sarcophagus, and blocks from the colonnade of Djoser were found (G.T. Martin 1989, p. 135-136, pl. 145, 158), and the foundation of the of the north wall of the forecourt contained 2nd Dynasty stone vessel fragments (east and west chambers of shaft 2005/1 in the forecourt of the tomb of Tia: Aston 2011, p. 231). For notes on the physical and ideological contacts between the old and the new at Saqqara, see: Mälek 1992, and more recently: Snape 2011 (esp. p. 468-469).
Location of the “Mur Rhoné”

Let us now turn to the position of the “Mur Rhoné” photographed by Devéria in 1859. Málek proposed the north wall of one of the western chapels as the original position of these blocks. Van Dijk considered this hypothesis to be premature, pointing at the position of similar scenes on the north, east and south walls of the inner courtyard of the tomb of Maya. Greco proposed to situate the scene on the east end of the north wall of the tomb’s courtyard, arguing that “daily life” scenes are attested there in other tombs at Saqqara. Blocks Leiden AP 54 (I.5), Liebieghaus IN 1643 (I.6), and Cairo TN 25.6.24.6 (I.7) must have been positioned in its vicinity. Greco rejected Málek’s hypothesis because of the reconstructed height of that wall to 309 cm, which is higher than any of the western chapels of New Kingdom tombs at Saqqara. Instead, he suggested the eastern section of the north wall of the court. This indeed accords with similarly themed scenes on the north wall of Maya’s inner courtyard.

The “Mur Rhoné” photograph as published by Berlandini appears to be cropped on the right-hand side. The prints kept at the Bibliothèque nationale and in the musée d’Orsay clearly indicate that this relief must be positioned on the left side of a doorway. Therefore, Greco’s reconstruction needs to be rejected as well.

To the right of the main scene, three text columns contain different titles of Ptahmose and each ends with his name. The doorjams to the central chapel in the tomb of Maya provide a direct parallel for this setting. The west wall of the inner court, to the left of the entrance to the central chapel, is therefore a likely candidate to position the “Mur Rhoné” (fig. 8). Alternatively, this scene can be reconstructed on the east wall of the inner court, if indeed it joins to the scene with boatmen in a tilting match (I.18). Then, the scene covers the wall between the doorway from statue chamber to the inner courtyard, and a chapel accessed from the court’s east wall. As a consequence of this reconstruction, the revetment block visible in the doorway to the right of the “Mur Rhoné” can be identified as the Devéria doorway.

Regardless of the reconstruction, the blocks that have previously been joined to the “Mur Rhoné” must also be reconstructed on this wall. The lower section of Cairo TN 25.6.24.6 (I.7) contains the top of papyrus plants and a flying bird, which makes this the second, or middle register. Whether Liebieghaus IN 1643 (I.6) was indeed placed directly above, remains open for debate. Four superimposed registers are rarely observed in New Kingdom tombs at Saqqara, where three registers appear to be the standard. The head of the subsidiary figure in the lower

---

211 Málek 1989, p. 134. His main arguments: the orientation of the hieroglyphs in the bandeau texts (outward direction), the tomb owner facing left (west) while adoring the gods, and the deceased couple facing right (east) in offering scenes.

212 Van Dijk 1993, p. 152, n. 6.

213 Greco 2011, p. 198.

214 However, compare tomb of Tia, where the walls of the enclosing peristyle of the inner courtyard are reconstructed to 3.235 m: Frazer 1997, p. 9.

215 Centre of wall: upper register (Cairo JE 43274c), Maya adoring enshrined Hathor cow [right] and offering bearers approaching the seated deceased couple [left]; lower register (Cairo 43274d), Maya inspecting the arrival of foreign captives and a herd of cattle (G.T. Martin 2012, p. 33-34, pl. 1, 29).

216 G.T. Martin 2012, scenes [53], pl. 34. Also compare the tomb of Tia, west wall of inner courtyard, south doorjamb of antechapel B, with text in sunk relief and a panel with the kneeling tomb owner beneath: G.T. Martin 1997, scene [64], pl. 38, 141. Columns on north doorjamb are lost.

217 Chapels accessed from doorways in the east wall of the courtyard are present in the tombs of the Director of the Harim, Pay (Raven 2005, pl. 1: only north chapel made accessible), and the Steward of the temple of the Aten, Mery-Neith (Raven et al. 2001-2002, fig. 2b).
section of Liebieghaus IN 1643 may just as well adjoin yet another scene. On the north wall of the inner courtyard of Maya’s tomb, one register shows the adoration of a Hathor cow in a barque. The adjoining lower register has Maya supervising activities on two sub-registers, with scribes recording. A similar composition with the tomb owner supervising two sub-registers with each containing a seated scribe is found on the north wall of the chapel of Iniua, being the middle register. Blocks Liebieghaus IN 1643 and Leiden AP 54 (I.5) might have been situated on the north wall of the inner courtyard, west section.

Late 18th Dynasty Artistic Tradition at Saqqara

The iconography of the Devéria doorway exhibits similarities with a limited number of tomb scenes of the immediate post-Amarna period. Hofmann already noted that the reliefs of Ptahmose are “Zeugnisse für einen Reliefstil der frühen Ramessidenzeit, zumindest einer rich-
tung, die am Konventionellen festhält”. The parallels with the tomb of Maya are especially noteworthy. The statues of Meryt and Inehyt are also of comparable quality craftsmanship and execution. At least part of the tomb of Ptahmose was executed in the same “artistic tradition”. The mudbrick core with limestone revetment has been noted earlier as being characteristic for the late 18th Dynasty. The statue room, if indeed here identified correctly, is a feature seen only in the tombs of Maya and Horemheb. The djed-pillars, however, are a Ramesside novelty. The tomb of Ptahmose should therefore be considered as a transitional type, the like of which has so far not been attested archaeologically at Saqqara.

The sculptor responsible for the tomb of Maya might be identified in a scene of that tomb. Van Dijk pointed out that the im.y-r kȝ.t m s.t nḥḥ, “Overseer of works in the Place of Eternity”, Userhat, may possibly be the same man as the well known br.y ṯȝ.y-mḏȝ.t n nb tȝ.wy Wsr-hȝ.t, “Chief sculptor of the Lord of the Two Lands” with the same name. The sculptor Userhat is attested by a number of architectural elements from his Abydos memorial chapel, by a

---

218 G.T. Martin 2012, scenes [37], [38] (Cairo JE 4327a-c), pl. 29.
219 Schneider 2012, scene [22b] (Cairo TN 3.7.24.13), fig. III.38. Lower register: scene [22a] (TN 25.6.24.7), fig. III.37: “Iniua supervising the unloading of amphorae from boats”.
220 Hofmann 2004, p. 101. He indicates that the garment worn by Ptahmose on the djed-pillars (III.r-4) occurs at Thebes only at the end of the 19th Dynasty: “Saqqara war Theben nicht nur deutlich voraus, sondern es war stillbildend” (Hofmann 2004, p. 105).
221 Van Dijk 1995, p. 31. Hȝ.t-Lȝy is the short form of his name; Ps-wȝ (“he of Ilia”) is a patronymic. Userhat’s father ḫȝȝ held the title br.y ṯȝ.y-mḏȝ.t, while his brother Sa held office as “Chief sculptor of the Lord of the Two Lands”, and “Chief craftsman in the Mansion of Gold of Ptah”. The scene is in the inner courtyard, south wall: Userhat in front of a kiosk with offerings, pouring liquid from a vase as part of the funerary ceremonies: LD III, p. 242b [upper left figure]. The lower register depicts the transportation of a chest and kneeling statue. This relief (Berlin 2088) was much damaged during World War II. The scene with Userhat had probably been destroyed during the 19th c. and only small fragments were recovered during excavation (Van Dijk 1995, p. 31, fig. 1; G.T. Martin 2012, scene [41], pl. 32). His title could refer to an assignment in the Valley of the Kings (Van Dijk 1995, p. 33; Willems 1998, p. 243). His other title in that scene: hȝȝ smn gnuw, “Chief of the annals/of the establishment of the records”.
stela from Gizeh,\textsuperscript{223} and a \textit{shabti} from the Serapeum.\textsuperscript{224} Van Dijk added a statue base from Saqqara.\textsuperscript{225} Willems identified Userhat as the owner of house T34.1 in the North Suburb of Tell el-Amarna.\textsuperscript{226} Userhat's career reached its apex in the late 18th Dynasty, during the period of restoration that started with the reign of Tutankhamun.\textsuperscript{227} This campaign was led by his superior, the Overseer of the treasury Maya.\textsuperscript{228} Another craftsman perhaps named in the tomb of Maya is the Chief goldsmith Amenemone.\textsuperscript{229}

Maya may have started his career during the reign of Akhenaten or even Amenhotep III\textsuperscript{230} and might perhaps be identified as the owner of South Tomb no. 14 at Amarna.\textsuperscript{231} Construction work on his Memphite tomb started under Tutankhamun and his funeral probably took place in year 9 of Horemheb.\textsuperscript{232}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{223} Cairo JE 72269: Hassan 1953, p. 363, fig. 199 [stela no. 21]; Chr. Zivie 1976, p. 189-190 [NE 51]: stela from the temenos of the Great Sphinx, with Seti I kneeling in front of the Sphinx. Van Dijk (1995, p. 33-34) indicates that this may not be the same man as the sculptor attested by the Leiden monuments, due to the “inferior” quality of the Gizeh stela.

\item \textsuperscript{224} KR\textsuperscript{II} 1, p. 169. To be associated with the Apsis burial of either year 16 or 30 of Ramesses II (Caveau 8; Mariette room G). Frood (2007, p. 117) agrees with Van Dijk (1995, p. 33-34) that the Gizeh stela and Serapeum \textit{shabti} might belong to another Userhat. A positive identification would imply that Userhat was in his 70s to 80s when he dedicated the \textit{shabti}. Willems (1998, p. 232 with n. 5) rejects the identification of both stela and \textit{shabti}, drawing on the problems caused by the “long” reign of Horemheb as discussed by Von Beckerath (1995, p. 38-39: “at least 26 years”). However, new evidence on the reign of Horemheb (on wine jar labels from KV 57), points at year 14 being his highest recorded regnal year (Van Dijk 2008). The burial of Horemheb then would have taken place at the latest at the beginning of year 15. Thus, the supposed age of Userhat need not be a problem for attributing these monuments to the same man.

\item \textsuperscript{225} Van Dijk 1995, p. 32: Mariette 1872, p. 26, pl. 77.

\item \textsuperscript{226} Willems 1998, p. 240-241: PM IV, p. 200; Frankfort, Pendlebury 1931, p. 109, pl. XXXI[4]; Lohwasser 2008; Kemp 2012, p. 75, 233, 242, 292, fig. 7.3-4, pl. XXV, XXX. The owner is named as the \textit{im}-\textit{y}-\textit{r} \textit{k}:\textit{t} \textit{nib}-\textit{br} \textit{n}(\textit{y}) \textit{nib} \textit{d2}-\textit{wy}, “Overseer of works, Confidant of the Lord of the Two Lands”, Hatiaty. Pendlebury (1931, p. 237) notes that his tomb was known at Thebes, without reference to a TT-number.

\item \textsuperscript{227} Van Dijk (1995, p. 32-33) emphasizes that the discourse in the text of stela Leiden AP 12 has close similarities with the autobiographical texts found in the private tombs at Amarna, and those of the immediate post-Amarna period at Saqqara (e.g. Maya, cf. Guksch 1994, p. 28-31). The statues of deities mentioned in the text are probably those produced to replace the statues destroyed during the reign of Akhenaten. The place names are concentrated mainly in Middle Egypt and south of Thebes (Willems 1998, p. 232): the areas most heavily affected by Akhenaten’s reforms. The Memphite area seems to have suffered less (e.g. Hays 2008-2009, p. 15 with n. 15). Willems (1998, p. 242 with n. 35) further points to the fact that important parts of the temple of Thoth at Hermopolis were built by Horemheb: Hatiay may have been overseeing these building activities—largely constructed with re-used \textit{talatat}-blocks from Akhetaten—from his surprisingly well preserved house at Amarna.

\item \textsuperscript{228} Cf. restoration stela of Tutankhamun: Cairo JE 34813 (Urk. IV, p. 2025-2032), and the autobiographical text in the pylon gateway, south reveal, of Maya’s tomb (Frood 2007, p. 141-143 [21]; G.T. Martin 2012, p. 20: “I was one who carried out the plans of the king of my time and did not neglect what he had commanded [to make splendid (?)] the temples, in fashioning the images of the gods, their [rituals] being under my care”.

\item \textsuperscript{229} Ockinga 2000, p. 123. His title: \textit{idaw} (\textit{n}) \textit{n} \textit{hmw} \textit{w} \textit{pr} \textit{w} \textit{bd} \textit{n}(\textit{y}) \textit{pr} \textit{w} \textit{z}; “Deputy of these craftsmen of the treasury of Pharaoh”. His son, Ptahmose, might also be present (suggestion in Ockinga 2000, p. 200): the \textit{sl f.t} (\textit{n}(\textit{y}) \textit{p}2) \textit{im}-\textit{y}-\textit{r} \textit{pr} \textit{w} \textit{bd}, “Letter writer of the overseer of the treasury”. It is doubtful whether the Goldsmith Amenemone lived to see the reign of Horemheb (Ockinga 2004, p. 20).

\item \textsuperscript{230} Van Dijk 1993, p. 76 with n. 41: perhaps the same man as the Royal scribe May appearing in a number of hieratic dockets from the palace of Amenhotep III at Malqata (dated Year 34).

\item \textsuperscript{231} Titles: Fan-bearer on the right hand of the king, Royal scribe, Scribe of recruits, Steward of the house of Sehetep-Aten, Steward of the house of Waenra in Heliopolis, Overseer of castle of the house of Ra in Heliopolis, Overseer of all the works of the king, General of the Lord of the Two Lands (Davies 1908, pl. IV). For the titles of Maya in his tomb at Saqqara, see G.T. Martin 2012, p. 60-62, with only few parallels to the titles of May at Amarna. On the owners of tombs possibly both at Amarna and at Memphis, see: Salvoldi 2008.

\item \textsuperscript{232} Van Dijk 1993, p. 76-79: a fragmentary hieratic docket (referring to “fresh fat”) found in the subterranean chambers of his tomb mentions “regnal year 9”. His latest recorded official duty is related to the restoration of the burial of Thutmose IV (KV 43, chamber I, graffito dated regnal year 8 of Horemheb). Maya’s tomb remained unfinished.
\end{itemize}
Ptahmose probably started his career at the time of Seti I. He could have been in office as Mayor as early as year 2 of that king, which is just nine years after the burial of Maya. It is hypothetically possible that the same sculptor(s) working on the tomb of Maya was/were also involved in the decoration of Ptahmose’s tomb. As Overseer of all works, Ptahmose would have been the direct superior of those working on his funerary monument.

Another tomb of an official who started his career in the time of Seti I, and who constructed his tomb in the first half of the reign of Ramesses II, is Tia, the brother-in-law of that king. He constructed his funerary monument in between the earlier superstructures of Maya and Horemheb. According to Van Dijk, the tomb was decorated towards the end of the second decade of his reign. The reliefs are reminiscent of a more advanced Ramesside style when compared to the reliefs of Ptahmose. According to Zivie relief decoration in the Ramesside tomb of Netjerwymes/Nemtymes seems to be inspired by late 18th Dynasty funerary monuments, such as the Overseer of the treasury Maya. The style is more similar to Tia—with slightly more elongated figures—then to Ptahmose.

There are strong indications that the start of the construction of the tomb of Ptahmose has to be dated to the late 18th Dynasty. In the style of the different reliefs we can observe the passage of time into the early Ramesside period. All reliefs photographed by Devéria are unfortunately no longer available and a proper iconographic analysis certainly requires the study of the original decoration. It is hoped that the ongoing excavations of this tomb will yield more reliefs to accommodate a more detailed study.

Ptahmose and his Family

The various elements from the tomb of Ptahmose enable the reconstruction of a large part of his family. No relief currently at our disposal reveals anything of his descent. This may seem odd for someone of his rank and stature. The 18th Dynasty Memphite Mayor Beseau succeeded his father Herunefer in office, but no such filiation can be established for the

233 Neferhotep (PM III, p. 572, 775) served as Mayor before Ptahmose, at least until year 2 of Seti I. He is mentioned in the administrative accounts dated to Seti I: Spiegelberg 1896, p. 15-16, no. V, pl. V-VI: P. Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris, pBN. 206: year 2, fourth month of šmw (harvest), day 23 (KRI I, p. 244,16), and first month ḫṯt, day 7 (KRI I, p. 245,14); and Spiegelberg 1896, p. 14, nr. IV, pl. IV: pBN. 205a: year 2, fourth month of ḫṯt (inundation), day 7 (KRI I, p. 260,10). The nine years are calculated based on a reign of 14 years for Horemheb (Van Dijk 2008), and 2 years for Ramesses I (Zivie 1984, col. 104).

234 Van Dijk 1993, p. 102.

235 Bubastieion 1.16, partly rock-cut, partly freestanding, second decade Ramesses II. See Zivie 2003, p. 120, fig. on p. 121, 125, 129; Leclant, Clerc 1998, pl. XX (12); Hofmann 2004, p. 105, with fig. 128. The closest parallel for his djed-piller are those of Ptahmose. The reliefs on the limestone revetment of the freestanding part of the tomb are stylistically similar to the tomb of Tia, although the human figures are less elongated. Further note that the reliefs are all in sunk relief.

236 For an iconographic study of selected reliefs from the tombs of Ptahmose and Tia, see Hofmann 2004, p. 101-106. Also compare to reliefs from the tomb of the High Priest of Pth ḫy-irṣ, where the figures are even more elongated (D. 19, temp. Sety II: Anthes 1965, p. 79-85, fig. 7-8, pls. 27[a], 28, 29[a]; Hofmann 2004, fig. 129).

237 Stela Leiden AES 7: Boeser 1913, p. 2 [4], pl. VIII; Gessler-Löhr 1997, p. 31-34, pl. I. Note that Helck 1975, col. 878 and Málek 1987, p. 136, n. 75, read the name of the father as Prw-nfr.

The succession from father to son in office of Mayor has also been attested at Thebes (ḥȝ.ty-ʿ m nỉw.t rsy(.t): Paser and his son Haunefer (Helck 1958, p. 527-528, nos. 11 and 12; D. 19, second half to year 2 of Merenptah). Another son of Paser is the Great steward of the Lord of the Two Lands in Thebes, Nebsumenu (TT 183; also featuring in TT 16 of the Prophet of Amenhotep I, Panehsy: KRI III, p. 398,13).
other holders of that office during the New Kingdom. It is however not so uncommon for people of an undistinguished origin to rise to prominence. The Overseer of the treasury Tia is a case in point,\textsuperscript{238} and the Chief steward of Memphis Amenhotep Huy was also descended from a “humble” background.\textsuperscript{239}

Ptahmose (fig. 9) seems to have had at least one wife: Inehyt, the \textit{nb.t pr, ṣmʿ.yt n.t nb.t n.t nb.t ṭrsy.t}, “Lady of the house and Songstress of the Lady of the Southern Sycamore” (\textit{i.e. the specific Memphite form of Hathor}).\textsuperscript{240} She has two statues of her own—Walters Art Museum 22.106 (II.1) and Matsuoka Museum of Art 568 (II.2)—and shares dyad Cairo JE 41532 (II.5) with her husband. She also features on relief Leiden AP 54 (I.5) and probably on the Devéria doorway (I.13). A lady called \textit{Mw.t-nfr(t)} is identified as \textit{nb.t} on the “Mur Rhoné” (I.11). Whether this woman is his daughter or his second wife—as \textit{nb.t [pr]}—is unclear.\textsuperscript{241}

That Ptahmose—short name \textit{Ḍp₂} on the “Mur Rhoné”—must have reached a respectable age can be deduced from the fact that his grandson, the \textit{wʾb sȝ n(y) sȝ-f, wab-priest}, the son of his son, Ptahmose, is also depicted on the “Mur Rhoné”.

Relief Leiden AP 54 shows five children. All are seated on the right-hand side of the scene. The two sons bear titles: Wesy is a God’s Father and Chief \textit{wab-priest} in the house of Ptah;\textsuperscript{242} Iia is also \textit{wab-priest} of Ptah. If indeed Wesy was in office during the reign of Seti I, as has been tentatively suggested by Gessler-Löhr,\textsuperscript{243} then Ptahmose could have acquired a prominent position already during the late 18th Dynasty.

The “Mur Rhoné” introduces another son, the Chief of the stables of the residence, named Ptahmose.\textsuperscript{244} It also mentions his grandson, the \textit{wab-priest} Ptahmose, presumably a son of the Chief of the stables with the same name.

Another man named Ptahmose, “Scribe in the temple of the house of Ptah”, appears on relief Cairo TN 25.6.24.6 (I.7). His relation to Ptahmose is not indicated. Berlandini (1982, p. 94) noted that this person has one title in common with the grandson of Ptahmose on the “Mur Rhoné”.\textsuperscript{245} A more likely candidate is the \textit{sš n(y) hw.t-nṯr m pr Pḥ}, Ptahmose, on relief...
Florence 2557 (I.4), who is indicated without filiation. Relief Florence 2557 is divided in two registers. Each register depicts offering bearers approaching the seated deceased. In the upper register, four people are seated: one man and three women. Three male and two female offering bearers are approaching. The upper part of the scene, which must have contained the inscriptions, is lost. Much of the lower register is preserved. On the left side, a deceased couple is seated in front of an offering table. The name and titles of the man are given as šš n(y) ḫw.t-nṯr m pr Ptḥ Ptḥ-ms. This is clearly not the tomb owner, but probably his son, the same man depicted in the Cairo relief (I.7). Since Ptahmose is not mentioned as one of the sons on the Leiden relief (I.5), he was probably the eldest son, who had an active role in the funerary ceremonies. As such he was probably standing to the right of the deceased couple, on a block once adjoining Leiden AP 54 on the right. On Florence 2557, one male and five female offering bearers are approaching from the right and an additional two women are seated on the extreme right side of the scene. These figures are identified with name, title and filiation, being sons and daughters of the son of the mayor Ptahmose.246 The male figure is the wab-priest in the temple of Ptah, Hori. Two females are named Inehyt, although their spelling differs. One additional female figure, sitting on the right, is designated not as a daughter, but as the mn:t n(yt) ḫw-nḥ.t.t, “the Nurse of Inehyt”, named Nafmentu. A daughter Inehyt is depicted sitting in the lower subregister. I would like to propose the family tree indicated below (fig. 9). The overview of titles of the sons and grandsons of the mayor Ptahmose, indicates they were all granted a position in the temple of Ptah at Memphis.247 Unlike their (grand)father, they held not administrative, but priestly titles.

**Titles and Epithets of Ptahmose in his Memphite Tomb**

From the data available it is difficult to sketch the early career of Ptahmose. The title Royal scribe generally seems to be the starting point in the career of every high ranking official. This education provided access to wide-ranging positions in the state administration. Successive Stewards of the contemporaneous Theban Ramesseum were drawn from the ranks of the military, and therefore it is noteworthy that Ptahmose had been active in the civil administration throughout his career. The majority of his titles connect him with the temple of Ptah at Memphis and it is likely that this is where he started. As Steward or Major domus Ptahmose was responsible for the day-to-day administration of this institution. He had control over the General and Commander of the troops Ramessenaan, and the Royal Herald of His Majesty Amenemone (ST 101). The steward of the Lord of the Two Lands Horemheb had a non-military career (PM III, p. 667-668, KRI III, p. 187-191).

---

246 This interpretation is pace e.g. GRECO 2011b, p. 197.
247 Note that one High Priest of Ptah named Hori (II) was the son of a Ptahmose: MAYSTRE 1992, p. 142; DARESSY 1889, p. 81, nr. XXIV (limestone column from Mit Rahina, Cairo TN 20.1.25.4).
248 This paragraph presents only a brief overview of the titles. In a forthcoming article (STARING 2015) I will discuss the position of the Mayor of Memphis at the start of the 19th Dynasty into more detail. That contribution also seeks to analyse the wider administration of the city and temple and its changes from the late 18th Dynasty into the early Ramesside period.
249 These men include the General Iurokhly/Urhiya (LS 25) and his son Yupa, the General and Commander of the troops Ramessenaan, and the Royal Herald of His Majesty Amenemone (ST 101). The steward of the Lord of the Two Lands Horemheb had a non-military career (PM III, p. 667-668, KRI III, p. 187-191).
over the treasury of the Lord of Truth, a key financial position. Directly related to that office is that of Overseer of the granary, controlling the temple’s prime agricultural income. Ptahmose must have been a successful official already during the reign of Seti I, as he was appointed Steward in the temple “Beneficial-is-Seti-Merenptah”. He was subsequently appointed as the Chief steward of the Memphite memorial temple of Ramesses II. At the beginning of the 19th Dynasty the temple of Ptah witnessed considerable enlargements. Ptahmose’s titles indicate that he was awarded a prominent position in these grand construction works. He was Overseer of the troops (i.e. workforce) in the house of Ptah, and Overseer of works on all monuments of His Majesty, specifically in Hutkaptah. The position of Mayor was traditionally concerned with the control of agriculture to ensure a steady food supply for the local population, the collection of taxes, and the management of the granaries, and this official was often commissioned with the support of local temples. His high rank assured him a position within the inner circle (in.yt) of the king. His honorary titles included those of Chief [amongst] the courtiers, Eyes of the king in the house of Ptah, Mouth that appeases in Hutkaptah, and Vigilant administrator of the Lord of the Two Lands. Ptahmose did not hold any proper priestly titles, although he was One greatly loved by the gods, Lords of White Walls, and Guardian of the secrets of the temple of Ptah. The ḥȝ.t-ʿ, “Mayor”, and im.y-r pr, “Steward”, appear to have previously been two separate offices. The fact that Ptahmose held two of the foremost positions in the civil administration of Memphis, and that he was “Chief steward in the temple of Ptah”, including the estate beyond the temple walls (ḥȝ inb.w Ptḥ), may explain why the title of “Mayor” was changed into that of “Great Mayor” (ḥȝ.t-ʿ wr). During his career Ptahmose was able to accumulate the impressive number of (at least) 52 titles. At Saqqara, that number is surpassed only by the Overseer of the treasury Maya and the Generalissimo Horemheb, both of the late 18th Dynasty (temp. Tutankhamun). After his death, a selection of his duties were distributed to a number of officials. The Mayorship and the supervisory duties over the construction works in the temple of Ptah were transferred to Amenhotep Huy, the civil administration of the temple and Ramesses’ memorial temple were taken up by Nebnefer, and Netjerwymes became the Chief steward of Memphis.

250 Possibly the great colonnade hall in the temple of Ptah at Memphis, later renamed as “Beneficial is Ramesses-Meryamun in the house of Ptah”: KITCHEN 1991, p. 89; BRAND 2000, p. 146.
251 Another prominent official who has been connected with the enlargement of the temple is the fourth son of Ramesses II, the High Priest of Ptah at Memphis, Khaemwas: e.g. GOMAA 1973, p. 34-35.
252 Ḥw.t-kȝ-Ptḥ was the name of the main cult centre of Memphis, but from the New Kingdom onwards it was also used to refer to the metropolitan area or specific quarters and temple enclosures in the city (cf. JEFFREYS 2001, p. 173).
254 Cf. RAEDLER 2009; RAEDLER 2012.
255 Compare the “Berlin Trauerrelief”, Ägyptisches Museum 12411 (PM III1, p. 711-712; ROEDER 1924, II, p. 179-180; WILDUNG, REITER, ZORN 2010, fig. 100), depicting the funeral procession for the High Priest of Ptah, Ptahemhat-Ty, during the reign of Tutankhamun. The cortège is composed of the highest ranking officials of late 18th Dynasty Memphis.
256 MÁLEK (1987, p. 136) considered this an “artificially inflated titulary”.
258 PM III1, p. 770, 847. He is usually considered the predecessor in office to Ptahmose (e.g. GRECO 2011b, p. 197; PASQUIAL 2012, p. 148).
259 Attested in the tombs of his sons Huynefer (ST 217) and Mahu (ST 218): TAWFIK 1991; GOHARY 2009; GOHARY 2010.
As I hope to have demonstrated in this article, the “new” photograph of Devéria, which captures a “lost” doorway in the recently rediscovered tomb of Ptahmose at Saqqara, has yielded new information on the architectural development of tombs and iconographic features of tomb-decoration at Saqqara during the transition from the 18th to 19th Dynasty. This study also opens up a next stage of analysis, as well as new directions for research. The newly compiled list of titles forms the basis for a forthcoming article on the administration of Memphis (both town and temple) during the early Ramesside period. More photographs taken by Devéria, capturing tombs from the same period, allow for a wider study of tomb development at Saqqara, as well as the development of the necropolis as a whole. To the present date, the mutual coherence of tombs within this cemetery is not well understood. It is hoped that the present article has contributed at least a little towards a better understanding of the New Kingdom necropolis at Saqqara.

Table 4. List of titles of Ptahmose as attested on reliefs, statues, stelae and architectural elements from his tomb at Saqqara

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ḫȝ n nb⸗f</td>
<td>III.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ỉr.y-nd.wy⸗f</td>
<td>I.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ỉr.ty n(y) nsu.getMethod nb wy bikini</td>
<td>I.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ỉr.ty n(y) nsu.getMethod m pr Ptb</td>
<td>III.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ỉr.y-p⸗t</td>
<td>I.1-5, I.7, I.11, I.15 (1-4), I.17 (1-4); II.5; III.1-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q.r ni ml.t mh2.t</td>
<td>I.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wПетербур n nfr</td>
<td>I.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḫȝשק t q r dl mrw.wy</td>
<td>I.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mr(y) nb t2.wy</td>
<td>I.5, III.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mrw.ty ʿ2 n nfr</td>
<td>I.2, I.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nb-ib ʿ2 n nfr</td>
<td>III.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[mr/r] shrr m hwt-k2-Ptb</td>
<td>I.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḫȝ.y⸗t</td>
<td>I.1-5, I.11, 15 (1-4), 17 (1-3); II.5; III.1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḫȝ.y-ṣy [n sḏm] hrw.wy</td>
<td>III.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ht.y tp wr.w m inb.(w)-ḥd</td>
<td>I.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḫȝ.y tp m ḫw.t</td>
<td>I.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḫȝy-tp n(y) nb t2.wy</td>
<td>III.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smr wПетербург ty</td>
<td>I.1, I.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sr</td>
<td>I.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smr wПетербург ḡt</td>
<td>I.5, 9-10, 18; III.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. General Administration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temple of Ptah</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>im.y-r pr</code></td>
<td>I.5; II.6; III.3-4; V.xi; VII.1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>im.y-r pr wr</code></td>
<td>I.5; III.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>im.y-r pr wr m pr Ptḥ</code></td>
<td>I.4-5, 11, 14; III.1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>im.y-r pr m [tȝ] hw.t K°-ms-s(w) mry-Inn m pr Ptḥ</code></td>
<td>III.6-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>im.y-r pr wr m tȝ hw.t K°-ms-s(w) mry-Inn m pr Ptḥ</code></td>
<td>I.2, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>im.y-r pr wr n.(y) Ptḥ</code></td>
<td>I.1; II.6; III.2; IV.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>im.y-r pr m hw.t nfr 2-h-Stẖy-nr-mr-n-Ptḥ m pr Ptḥ</code></td>
<td>III.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>im.y-r pr (n.y) Ptḥ</code></td>
<td>I.17A; II.3; 5; II.3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>im.y-r pr n.(y) pr Ptḥ h2 inh.w Ptḥ</code></td>
<td>I.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>im.y-r pr n.(y) nb mȝʿ.t</code></td>
<td>I.1, 3, 5, 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Treasury**

| `im.y-r pr bd` | I.5; III.7 |
| `im.y-r pr-bd n.(y) nb mȝʿ.t` | I.17 (3) |

**Granary**

| `im.y-r šnw.ty` | III.7 |
| `im.y-r šnw.ty n.(y) nb mȝʿ.t` | I.15 (4) |
| `im.y-r šnw.ty n.(y) nb-nḥḥ` | I.11 |

**Mayorship**

| `ḥȝ.ty-ʿ wr` | I.11; II.6; IV.2 |
| `ḥȝ.ty-ʿ wr m inh.(w) bd` | I.4-5, 11; III.1-2, 5 |
| `ḥȝ.ty-ʿ wr m hw.t-kȝ-Ptḥ` | III.4 |
| `ḥȝ.ty-ʿ m inh.w-bd` | I.3; II.6 |
| `ḥȝ.ty-ʿ h2 inh.w` | II.6 |
| `ḥȝ.ty-ʿ h2 inh.w n.(w) Ptḥ` | I.17 (4) |

**C. Scribal**

| sš nsw.t | I.4-5, 7, 11-12, 14, 15 (3-4), 17 (1); II.4-6; III.1-5; 7; IV.2-3; V.xi; VII.1-2 |
| `sš nsw.t mȝʿ mr(,.y)-f` | I.2 |

**D. Public Works, Crafts**

| `im.y-r mȝʿ m pr Ptḥ` | I.15 (1), 17 (2) |
| `im.y-r mȝʿ wr m pr Ptḥ` | I.5, 11; III.5 |
| `im.y-r kȝ.wt` | I.10 |
| `im.y-r kȝ.wt m mn.w nb(w) n.(y) nb kȝ.wy(?)` | I.8 |
| `im.y-r kȝ.wt m mn.w nb(w) n.(y) ns w` | I.12 |
| `im.y-r kȝ.wt m mn.w nb(n.y) bme.f` | III.1 |
| `im.y-r kȝ.wt m mn.w nb(w) n.(y) bme.f m hw.t-kȝ-Ptḥ` | I.3, II.6 |

**E. Sacerdotal**

| mrr.ty 'z n nfr.w nb.w inh.(w)-bd` | III.3 |
| bry-sičq n.(y) hw.t Ptḥ | I.5 |

**Incomplete**

| // n nb mȝʿ.t | I.3 |
| `im.y-r ///` | I.7 |
| `/// m pr [Ptḥ]` | I.8, 15 (2) |

**Table 4.** (Suite et fin).
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**Fig. 1.** Théodule Devéria 1859, *Sakkara* (Memphis), *Tombeau de Ptah-mès*. Albumen silver print from a paper negative, 21.2 x 28.1 cm. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gilman Collection, Purchase, Joseph M. Cohen Gift, 2005 (2005.100.321).

**Fig. 2.** Digital facsimile line drawing of Ptahmose and his wife, as represented on the Devéria doorway, north reveal.
Fig. 3a. Photograph of Panel Cairo JE 4874
taken by Théodule Devéria, 1859. Musée
d’Orsay, Paris, Inv. PHO 1586 144 124,
MS 178 128: Memphis, Sakkarah, Relief
de la chapelle de Ptah-Mês. Printed on
albumen paper from a salted paper negative,
22.8 x 8 cm.

Fig. 3b. Panel Cairo JE 4874.
After Berlandini 1982, pl. X.
Fig. 4. Théodule Devéria, 1859, “Mur Rhône”: Sakkarah (Memphis). Tombeau de Ptah-mes / T. Devéria.
Printed from a paper negative, 22.0 × 29.0 cm. Bibliothèque nationale de France, Département estampes et photographie, Reserve EI-3-Boite Fol B - n. 15.

Fig. 5. Anuy grasping the arm of her husband, Mery-Neith. Tomb of Mery-Neith, north wall of courtyard, detail of scene. © Bibliothèque nationale de France
Photo: Nico Staring
Fig. 6. Relief of Mery-Sekhmet and his wife Iwy, tomb Bubasteion I.5. Reproduced with kind permission by Alain Zivie.

Fig. 7. Composition line drawing of a relief depicting Maya and his wife Meryt. Tomb of Maya, south reveal of doorway into inner courtyard. After LO III, pl. 240a and G.T. Martin 2012, scene [30], pl. 24.
Fig. 8. Proposed positions of the Devéria doorway, “Mur Rhone” and other elements in the hypothetical plan of the tomb of Ptahmose at Saqqara, adapted from the modular grid of the tomb of Maya.

Fig. 9. Proposed family tree of Ptahmose.